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  i 
ABSTRACT  
   
 
Hans Gál is arguably one of the most underrated, underperformed and forgotten 
composers of the twentieth century. Once a prolific composer in the 1920s and 1930s, 
Gál’s career was cut short by the Nazi regime in 1933 when he was fired, and his works 
banned due to his Jewish heritage. Following the Second World War, his music was 
relegated as obsolete, belonging to a bygone era. Hans Gál is a perfect example of the 
intransigence, superficiality, and discrimination of the evolving musical fashion, and his 
life-story speaks to the misfortunes and persecution of the Jewish people in the mid-
twentieth century.  
Consequently, Hans Gál is known today mainly as an educator, scholar, and 
editor of Brahms’s works, rather than as a composer, despite an impressive compositional 
output spanning over 70 years covering every major musical genre. Within his impressive 
oeuvre are several little-known gems of the violin repertoire, including the Sonata in D 
for Violin and Piano and Violin Concerto op. 39 among others. Scholarly writings on Gál 
and his music are unfortunately scarce, particularly such works exploring his violin 
music.  
 However, recent years have seen an increased interest in resurrecting the music 
of Gál. Recordings of his major works as well as research of his music have furthered the 
awareness and understating of this forgotten composer’s music. In my document, I will 
continue the path of recent rediscovery and celebration of this unsung hero of twentieth-
century post-Romanticism with an in-depth look at his Sonata in D for Violin and Piano 
(1933). A light-hearted, accessible and unpretentious work, the Sonata in D distinguishes 
  ii 
itself in the violin-piano sonata repertoire of the interwar period by its witty, clear use of 
form and motivic/thematic unity in the vein of the great Viennese masters. Gál’s take on 
traditional idioms such as tonality, coupled with masterful use of the 
implication/realization process, create a highly original and noteworthy style, that renders 
the Sonata in D an immediately appealing work for performers and listeners alike. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Composer, pianist, cellist, conductor, scholar and academic, Hans Gál was once 
regarded as one of the most successful and respected composers in the German-speaking 
countries during the interwar period. A product of the Viennese School, this versatile 
composer was hailed as “probably the last composer of classical bent and with the 
creative ability to continue the hallowed tradition of Vienna classics and their epigones.”1 
This is a fitting description of Gál, an artist of the highest caliber. Due to Gál's Jewish 
heritage, the Nazis took away his job, career, and reputation following the political events 
of 1933, but they did not diminish his musical inspiration. Despite the traumatic upheaval 
in his personal and professional life, Gál continued to compose prolifically. Today, Hans 
Gál is remembered mainly as a scholar and academic, but is largely unknown as a 
composer, despite a fruitful compositional career spanning over 70 years. Gál wrote 
works in every genre, including four operas that established him as a household name in 
the 1920s. He composed numerous works for solo violin as well, including the Sonata in 
D for Violin and Piano, the work which will be examined in depth in this document. 
Composed in 1933, the Sonata in D shows a mature, versatile composer with a complete 
understanding of the violin-piano medium and an original style that appeals to 
performers, listeners and critics alike.   
                                                 
1 H. F. Redlich, "Three Austrian Composers," The Musical Times 107, no. 1475 (January 
1966): 35, doi:10.2307/953680. 
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Gál’s  music has been described by many  in glowing terms both during his 
lifetime and after his death: “Imagine what Brahms might have sounded like had he lived 
another 20 years; then combine that with [Hans] Pfitzner and Richard Strauss, and you 
will have a good idea of what to expect from Gál.”2 “Gál, in comparison with these 
enfants terribles [Hans Eisler, Kurt Weill, Ernst Toch and Paul Hindemith], was 
conventional without being derivative, and could never be accused of banality or empty 
sentimentality – he was no nostalgic Romantic. Nevertheless, he may have had some 
sympathy for Pfitzner’s music and even his ideas, while avoiding any allegiance to his 
wilder polemics.”3 “Of his near contemporaries, Gál sounds most like Franz Schmidt 
(1874-1939), and, a bit less so, like Richard Strauss (1864-1849), without the latter’s 
exaggerated opulence.”4 “Those who enjoy Brahms's music should pay great attention to 
this work [the first string quartet] although this is not to say that it is merely a copy of 
Brahms's style. While the Quartet is somewhat in the style of Brahms, it is also indebted 
                                                 
2 Jerry Dubins, review of Continental Britons: The Émigré Composers, Fanfare - the 
Magazine for Serious Record Collectors 28, no. 4 (March 2005): 247, accessed January 
12, 2019, http://login.ezproxy1.lib.asu.edu/login?url=https://search-proquest-
com.ezproxy1.lib.asu.edu/docview/1264126?accountid=4485. 
3 Michael Haas, Forbidden Music: The Jewish Composers Banned by the Nazis (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 2014), 158. 
4 Robert R. Reilly, Jens F. Laurson, and Theodore Libbey, Surprised by Beauty: A 
Listeners Guide to the Recovery of Modern Music (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2016), 
116. 
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to Schubert and to the general musical milieu of 19th century Vienna [...] the entire work 
is very finely written and shows good understanding of quartet style.”5 
While all these assertions might be true, describing Hans Gál’s music 
comparatively does not do justice to the originality of his style and freshness of his 
musical ideas. Labeling his music as “neo-romantic” or “neoclassical” is equally unfit as 
Gál never consciously set out to artificially recreate or adhere to past musical eras.6  
Even the often drawn (and justified, in certain regards) parallel between Gál’s 
music and his master twice-removed, Brahms, is not a musically sound one. While 
Schönberg saw Brahms as representing the traditions on which future musical 
developments were built7, Gál saw him as the natural extension of Vienna’s ‘First 
School’, a bridge reaching back to Mozart and Haydn through Mendelssohn and 
Schumann. In his book on Brahms, Gál states: “He [Brahms] went further than 
[Schubert] in the extension of his harmonic sphere and in his inimitable art of using the 
polyphonic web as the drawing outline to the painting of his harmony.”8 
                                                 
5 Wilhelm Altmann, Handbuch Für Streichquartettspieler: Ein Führer Durch Die 
Literatur Des Streichquartetts (Wilhelmshaven: Heinrichshofen’s Verlag, 1972), 316-
317. 
6 Daniel Michael Strawser, "Hans Gál: An Introduction to the Composer's Compositional 
Style and Music for the Violoncello" (PhD diss., University of Memphis, 2016), 79. 
7 Arnold Schoenberg, "Brahms the Progressive," in Style and Idea (New York, NY: 
Philosophical Library, 1950), 101. 
8 Hans Gál, Johannes Brahms: His Work and Personality (London: Weidenfeld and 
Nicolson, 1963), 180. 
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Though so much of Gál’s style draws upon Brahms and the First Viennese 
School’s legacy, musicologist Michael Haas notes that Brahms merely constitutes Gál’s 
stylistic starting point.9 In much the same manner as Brahms and other Romantics further 
developed the tonal language of the First Viennese School, Gál did the same with the 
Romantic harmonic idiom by broadening the tonal spectrum, embracing Late Romantic 
chromaticism and dissonances that Brahms would not have used, or at least not in the 
same manner. 10  
What distinguishes Gál’s music from that of other composers of the early 
twentieth century is his treatment of unresolved dissonances. A steadfast tonal composer, 
he used dissonant sonorities to create tension and keep the listener engaged and longing 
for ‘consonant relief’.11 In this regard, Gál’s use of dissonance is a means, never an end.12 
His style draws on many strands of Classical tradition: the clarity, wit and formal mastery 
of the eighteenth-century Viennese classics, romantic intensity combined with emotional 
restraint, a Schubertian love of melody integrated with a polyphonic texture that derived 
                                                 
9 Michael Haas, "Hans Gál and His Sacred Duck," Forbiddenmusic.org, last modified 
March 07, 2014, https://forbiddenmusic.org/2014/03/05/hans-gal-and-his-sacred-duck/. 
10 Strawser, “Hans Gál,” 66. 
11 Such is the case of the retransition in the first movement of the Sonata in D, where the 
composer keeps returning to a C major chord with constantly added non-chord tones that 
are meant to convolute this already sonically-unstable passage, as well as contrast the 
return of firm tonality in the Recapitulation. 
12 Hass, Forbidden Music, 158. 
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from a lifelong engagement with the works of J.S. Bach, and the harmonic complexity 
and advanced tonality of early twentieth century pre-serial modernism.13 
Continuing on the path of recent rediscovery of Hans Gál’s music, this document 
is intended as a critical analysis of the Sonata in D, aimed at demonstrating the work’s 
musical merits as well as aspects of the composer’s style. It is also aimed at providing a 
theoretical understanding of the principles of motivic and thematic unity and closure, 
essential for a performer’s faithful interpretation of Gál’s work. Because Hans Gál is 
largely unknown, Chapter 1 will also offer historical context by providing a brief look at 
his biography leading up to the year of the Sonata in D’s composition (1933), and a short 
look at his musical heritage and relations with his musical peers. Chapter 4 offers a 
biographical epilogue covering Gál’s post-World War II life. The main biographical 
reference in Chapters 1 and 4 is the comprehensive biography on the Hans Gál Society 
website authored by the composer’s daughter, Eva Fox-Gál and her husband, Dr. 







                                                 
13 Eva Fox-Gál, liner notes to Hans Gál: The Two Violin Sonatas, Suite for Violin and 
Piano, Avie Records, AV2182, 2009, compact disc. 
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CHAPTER 2: INTRODUCTION 
2.1. Biography 
 
Hans Gál was born into a family of homeopathic doctors on August 5th, 1890. 
Both sides of his family were of Jewish-Hungarian heritage, originating from the 
Hapsburg Empire. His maternal grandfather and father moved to Vienna as young men to 
study medicine, later becoming homeopathic doctors, a trade for which Hans Gál seemed 
destined.  Hans had three sisters and the family of six lived in a crammed apartment 
conveniently located in the center of Vienna. They spent the hot summer months in a 
more accommodating furnished lodging in the Heiligenstadt neighborhood, almost 
opposite of where Beethoven used to live. As an interesting anecdote, Gál reminisced 
about an old lady running a candy shop he used to frequent as a young child. The old lady 
used to recall the noisy old Beethoven from her childhood, pounding on his piano all day, 
being late with rent and eventually getting evicted because of it.14 
Early education involved no formal music training at all. During grammar school, 
he was good friends with conductor Erich Kleiber. The two were desk mates at school, 
shared a birthday and were often referred to as “twins” because of their similar physical 
appearance.  Gál’s aunt, opera singer Jenny Fleischer-Alt, noticed his musical talent and 
suggested piano lessons for young Hans, though, by his own admittance, he did not enjoy 
                                                 
14 Hans Gál, "Hans Gál in Conversation," interview by Martin Anderson, Appendix I, 
JEWISH MUSIC INSTITUTE - International Centre for Suppressed Music, Online 
Journal, July 22, 2005, accessed January 13, 2019, 
https://www.jmi.org.uk/archive/suppressedmusic/newsletter/articles/002.html. 
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practicing and would secretly move the hands of the clock forward to shorten practice. 
Gál cites attending opera performances by Wagner, Strauss or conducted by Mahler as 
early influences, with one performance in particular featuring Beethoven’s Ninth 
Symphony solidifying his music path. 
His formal music education began under the tutelage of Richard Robert, one of 
the most respected teachers in Vienna. Studies with Herr Robert, director of the New 
Vienna Conservatory at the time, placed him in a very select group of pupils like George 
Szell, Clara Haskil, Rudolph Schwarz and Rudolph Serkin. Under Robert’s supervision, 
Hans Gál received his teaching certificate in piano performance, history, theory, and 
harmony in 1909. By this time, he had already composed 100 songs and piano sketches 
for four operas without any training in composition. Unfortunately, like many other great 
composers and their early works, Hans Gál relegated all these works as works of 
apprenticeship and ultimately destroyed them. Using Richard Robert’s connections, he 
received a position at the New Vienna Conservatory teaching piano and harmony. This 
provided him with enough financial stability to be able to further his studies. 
Between 1909 and 1911 he studied musicology at the University of Vienna under 
Eusebius Mandyczewski and Guido Adler, receiving his doctorate in 1913. In the period 
following his doctorate, Gál’s reputation as a composer flourished not only in Austria but 
also in Germany. 1915 was a very successful year in which the composer won the newly 
instated Austrian State Prize for Composition (defeating 78 other contestants), and the 
first concert dedicated exclusively to his music was held in April at the Wiener 
Musikverein. Unfortunately, this music, including the symphony that won him the state 
prize and other orchestral and chamber works presented in concerts in 1916 and 1917, 
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was never published. In fact, very few of these early works made it into his catalog. 
Among the early works that did survive the composer’s exacting standards are his Three 
Sketches for Piano Op.7, Piano Quartet Op. 13 and Heurigen Variations for Violin, Cello 
and Piano, Op.9. 
His career suffered its first major setback with the onset of the First World War 
when he was deployed to Serbia in 1915. His poor eyesight kept him away from active 
battle and thus he was assigned administrative duties. His childhood-acquired ability to 
shut out all outside distractions, however, prevented his compositional well from running 
dry. His Serbian Dances, composed in 1916, were inspired by tunes he heard in Serbian 
cafes during his service there and became widely popular, so much so that they appeared 
in numerous bootleg arrangements, forcing Gál to produce his own orchestra 
arrangement. This period also saw the creation of his String Quartet No. 1 and the opera 
Der Arzt der Sobeide (Sobeide’s Doctor). 
The war period was a breath of fresh air for Gál. The compositional break from 
his early works helped crystallize his mature style. The years following the war brought 
bittersweet financial hardships and artistic recognition. He was awarded the Rothschild 
Prize in 1919, as well as an unpaid lectureship in harmony, form, counterpoint, and 
instrumentation at the University of Vienna, a post once held by Anton Bruckner.  As 
postwar inflation threw the country into a material crisis, Gál began appearing more often 
as a performer, especially as a chamber performer. His precarious financial situation 
began to improve as his unpaid lectureship started paying a modest stipend and as he got 
a job providing incidental music for the Neue Wiener Bühne. Here he met German poet 
  9 
Karl Michael von Levetzow, with whom he would engage in a very fruitful artistic 
partnership as Levetzow would become the librettist of all his future operas. 
His second opera, Die Heilige Ente (The Sacred Duck), debuted as a roaring 
success in 1923. It was premiered in Dusseldorf in April under the baton George Szell. Its 
success quickly caught on and soon over 20 theaters were playing Gál’s magnum opus 
including Breslau, Weimar, Aachen, Chemnitz, Kassel, Königsberg, Prague and Berlin. 
In 1929, Vienna Radio also picked up and broadcasted the work, making it the first 
modern opera to be aired by the station. Over the next ten years, the work remained 
highly popular in the repertoire of German opera houses until its abrupt end because of 
the political events of 1933. Sadly, The Sacred Duck has not been performed in its entire 
original form since then.  
This success prompted the publisher Simrock (also the publisher of Beethoven, 
Mendelssohn, Bruch, Schumann, Brahms, and Dvorak, among others) to immediately 
sign him to an exclusive contract, providing Gál with a steady income and solid financial 
stability. While Sobeide’s Doctor earned him only a mere mention in the music press of 
the time, The Sacred Duck was the decisive breakthrough that made him a household 
name in opera houses across Austria and Germany. 
Gál’s personal life also saw a turn for the best in 1922 when he married Hannah 
Schick, a speech therapist coming from a respectable Jewish Viennese family, niece of 
famed philosopher and psychologist Wilhelm Jerusalem. They met through social circles, 
with Hannah being familiar with Hans’ music prior to meeting the composer. Though 12 
years her senior, the two were engaged to be married within six weeks. Within one year 
of their marriage their son, Franz was born in 1923, followed by Peter in 1924. 
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More professional success ensued in 1925 with Gál’s third opera, Das Lied der 
Nacht (The Song of The Night). With its Turandot-like plot (composed the same year as 
with Puccini’s work), the opera further solidified Gál’s reputation as an opera composer. 
Unlike his other operas, however, this work was resurrected and recorded by the 
Osnabrück theater company in 2017, after an 87-year long hiatus. 
The second half of the 1920s brings the completion of the musicological 
equivalent of summiting Mt. Everest. Eusebius Mandyczewski, who in his youth was a 
member of Brahms’s inner circle as a close friend and collaborator of the great composer, 
was left curator of the latter’s estate. In this capacity, Mandiczewski took on the 
gargantuan task of editing all of Brahms’s works, enlisting the help of his young 
apprentice and friend, Gál. The publication took place around 1926-27 and proved to be 
so impactful that the names and legacies of both Gál and Mandyczewski remain closely 
tied with their editions of Brahms’s works to this day. Gál would also make contributions 
to Adler’s Denkmäler der Tonkunst in Österreich (Austrian Composer Anthology) by 
providing critical editions of Johann Strauss, both father, and son.  
Due to his founding of the Vienna MadriGál Society, an a-cappella ensemble of 
mixed voices, the 1920s was a catalyst for vocal music for Gál’s. Such works as Five 
Songs Serious Songs, Op.32 and Epigrams, Op. 27 earned Gál high praise from music 
critic Erwin Kroll, who declared the composer as “one of the first to bring about the 
renaissance of a-cappella music-making through his own compositions”.15  Non-vocal 
                                                 
15 Eva Fox-Gál and Anthony Fox, "The 1920s," The Hans Gál Website: Music for 
Generations, accessed January 22, 2019, http://www.hansgal.org/hansgal/40. 
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works written during this period are his String Quartet No.2, Op.35, Divertimento for 
Wind Octet, Op. 22 and his Brahmsian Sonata in B-flat Minor, Op. 17, written in 1920 
and published in 1925. 
Further recognition followed in 1926 when he received the Kunstpreise der Stadt 
Wien (Art prize of the city of Vienna). Two years later, Gál was awarded second place 
for his Symphony in D, Op. 30, during the celebration marking the 100th anniversary of 
Schubert’s death, awarded to him by the Columbia Broadcast Company.  
The death of his mentor Mandyczewski in 1929 prompted Gál to leave Vienna 
and apply for the vacant position of Director of the Mainz Conservatory in the German 
Rhineland. With such personalities advocating for him as Wilhelm Furtwangler, Fritz 
Busch and reportedly even Richard Strauss, Gál stood above the 120 other applicants and 
was offered the position by unanimous decision. At the Mainz Conservatory, he taught 
everything from conducting to piano, harmony, counterpoint, and composition, managing 
to transform the music department in Mainz into an elite program rivaling similar 
programs run by Franz Schreker at the Music Academy in Berlin and Bernhard Sekles’ 
progressive institution in Frankfurt.16  
During his tenure in Mainz, Gál’s reputation grew and he was now generally 
regarded as one of the most respected composers of his generation. This academically 
successful period produced works such as the Violin Concerto, Op. 39, the Serenade for 
Violin, Viola and Cello, Op. 41 and his fourth opera, Die Beiden Klass, Op. 42 (Rich 
Klaus, Poor Klaus), based on a fairy tale by Hans Christian Andersen.  
                                                 
16 Haas, “Hans Gál and His Sacred Duck.” 
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Unfortunately, disaster struck in 1933 when Adolf Hitler was elected Chancellor 
of Germany in January. Ironically, Gál and Hitler were to cross paths in February of 
1933, at the latter’s first official public function, a concert commemorating 50 years since 
Wagner’s death. The two sat mere feet away from each other. In a later interview, Gál 
reminisces scrutinizing Hitler’s appearance and dismissing him and the status quo, saying 
“Impossible that people could fall for that face”.17 He was to be proven wrong 
unfortunately just a few months later when his Jewish ancestry became public and he was 
fired from his teaching position at the Mainz Conservatory, followed by his works being 
banned across Germany. This included his newly composed opera Rich Claus, Poor 
Claus which was scheduled to be simultaneously premiered in Hamburg and Dresden. 
Regrettably, the first and only performance of this opera would take place almost 60 
years later, in 1990, by an opera company in York, England.  
German musicologist Dr. Michael Fend astutely remarks: “Without belittling the 
performance of the York Opera, one must hope that a larger opera house will soon 
attempt a staging of Rich Claus, Poor Claus, and without claiming that it is the work of 
the century, it is a mystery why so far no theater in the German-speaking countries has 
performed this work.”18 
                                                 
17 Haas, “Hans Gál and His Sacred Duck.” 
18 Michael Fend, "Hans Gál: Rich Claus, Poor Claus (Die Beiden Klaas)," Musica: 
Zweimonatsschrift 44, no. 5 (September/October 1990): 311, accessed February 02, 2019, 
http://search.ebscohost.com.ezproxy1.lib.asu.edu/login.aspx?direct=true&db=rft&AN=A
1195146&site=ehost-live. 
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His Violin Concerto Op.39, premiered in February 1933 by famed violinist Georg 
Kulenkampff, was among the last pieces by a Jewish composer to premiere after the rise 
to power of the Nazis.19 With the stroke of a pen, Gál went from one of the most 
promising musicians of his generation to a cultural and social pariah.  Along with other 
Austrian Jewish expatriates, Hans Gál became an exponent of what the Third Reich 
called Entartete Musik or Degenerate Music, a label given based on racial (i.e. Jewish) 
and/or stylistic (“modernist”) consideration.20  
As a perfect example of the partisan anti-Semitism and lack of esthetic grounds 
for Gál’s artistic banishment, Franz Schmidt (whose music bears close stylistic similarity 
to Gál’s) was hailed by the Nazis as the greatest living Austrian composer21 22 while 
Gál’s music was simply and irrefutably ‘degenerate’, even though he was not even a 
contentious avant-garde figure, nor indeed much more than nominally a Jew.23 
                                                 
19 Haas, “Hans Gál and His Sacred Duck.” 
20 Mark Lewis Singer, “Degenerate Music?! Musical Censorship in the Third Reich” 
(PhD diss., University of Memphis, 2016), 79. 
21 "Franz Schmidt (Komponist)," Wikipedia, July 19, 2018, accessed February 01, 2019, 
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franz_Schmidt_(Komponist). 
22 Gavin Plumley, "How Franz Schmidt Became the Composer That History Forgot," The 
Guardian, last modified August 29, 2015, 
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2015/aug/29/about-franz-schmidt-composer-hitler. 
23 Leo Black, "The Pursuit of Love: Hans Gál at 125," Musical Times 156, no. 1931 
(Summer 2015): 4, accessed January 26, 2019, 
http://login.ezproxy1.lib.asu.edu/login?url=https://search-proquest-
com.ezproxy1.lib.asu.edu/docview/1689873064?accountid=4485. 
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Gál and his family took refuge in a Black Forest Mountain retreat but had to 
return to Vienna soon after. However, Gál and compatriots like Berg and Zemlinsky did 
not receive the prodigal son return for which they were hoping for. Austria was very 
much in the shadow of the Third Reich and many members of the Austrian cultural 
community found themselves in a sort of pre-exile in their homeland.  Employment as an 
artist was scarce, thus Gál had to rely on private teaching and occasional conducting to 
make ends meet. After Nazi Germany annexed Austria in 1938, it became apparent that 
the Gál family could not stay in Austria. Gál later described the period between 1933 and 












                                                 
24 Eva Fox-Gál, "Hans Gál: A Biographical Introduction," in Music behind Barbed Wire: 
A Diary of Summer 1940, by Hans Gál (London: Toccata Press, 2014), 18. 
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2.2 Musical Heritage 
 
Hans Gál was a true champion of the Austro-German absolute music. In spite of 
the political events of the time and their effects on his personal and artistic life, he 
remained faithful to his formal education and musical convictions, firmly rooted in this 
tradition. It is important thus to talk about a few key figures in Gál’s artistic development 
as well as a few musical “heroes” that Gál held in high regard and in whose footsteps he 
followed.  
Undoubtedly, the most important such influence on Hans Gál’s artistic and 
personal development was Romanian-born composer and musicologist, Eusebius 
Mandyczewski (1857-1929). In 1909, Gál’s then piano teacher, Richard Robert, managed 
to obtain a teaching appointment at the New Vienna Conservatory for the young 
composer. It is here that Gál became acquainted with Mandyczewski, also a teacher at the 
conservatory. Gál found the ideal “spiritual father” 25 in him, and the two ended up 
working together intensely between 1909 and 1911. Their collaboration and friendship 




                                                 
25 Eva Fox-Gál, Anthony Fox, and Gerold W. Gruber, Hans Gál: A Century of Music 
(Berlin: Hentrich & Hentrich, 2016), 13. 
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The relationship between the two was perfectly surmised by Gál himself in a 1957 
tribute to his former teacher saying:  
 
If I were to say who, including my immediate family, had had the deepest and 
most enduring influence on my development, then without a moment’s hesitation 
I would name my teacher, Eusebius Mandyczewski. Of what I learned from him, 
his teaching, however important and fundamental it may have been, was the least 
part. The main thing that he gave to his student was himself, his attitude, his 
unfailing truthfulness, his artistic and human integrity. […] Measured against the 
enormous richness of his ability and his knowledge, he published little […] 
because he never felt the need to communicate what he knew in any other form 
than through personal contact. The unforgettable profit belonged to all those who 
enjoyed the good fortune of being in contact with him.26 
. 
It is impossible not to notice Gál’s direct musical lineage to Johannes Brahms 
through his mentor, Mandyczewski.  Musicologist Hans Ferdinand Redlich astutely 
observers the nature of this musical genealogy: “Gál was the favorite disciple of 
Mandyczewski, who in turn had been for many years the trusted scholarly assistant of 
Brahms. Thus, Gál became a Brahms-disciple at second remove; Brahms's spirit 
continues to inspire his wonderfully controlled, delightfully ageless chamber music, 
madrigals and cantatas.”27 Facilitated by Mandyczewski, Gál’s name would forever be 
tied to Brahms’s through his editing of the first ten volumes of Brahms’s catalog, 
consisting of all of Brahms’s non-vocal works.28 29 This would have brought Gál in close 
                                                 
26 Eva Fox-Gál and Anthony Fox, "Musical Education," The Hans Gál Website: Music 
for Generations, accessed January 22, 2019, http://www.hansgal.org/hansgal/2. 
27 Redlich, "Three Austrian Composers," 35. 
28 Mandyczewski edited the other 16 volumes. 
29 Fox-Gál, Fox and Gruber, Hans Gál: A Century of Music, 27. 
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contact with the violin, cello and clarinet sonatas (part of the tenth volume) among many 
other instrumental works. This spiritual connection with Brahms is confirmed by Gál 
himself in the preface of his 1963 biography of the great composer, Brahms, His Works 
and Personality: 
 
I considered it proper to use one personal source of information in addition to the 
above-mentioned material [Max Kalbeck], even though it was of necessity 
dependent on memory: the word of-mouth communications from my teacher 
Eusebius Mandyczewski, who during the last two decades of Brahms's life was 
one of his most intimate friends. When I first went to him, about twelve years 
after the master's death, his completely flawless memory was still under the 
immediate influence of his great friend. Until his death in 1929 I remained in 
close contact with him and have cherished his numerous sayings concerning 
Brahms's personal traits, his judgments, and his attitude toward all kinds of 
musical questions. Also, as his sole collaborator in publishing the Breitkopf & 
Härtel edition of Brahms's complete works, I had innumerable opportunities to 
discuss with him anything bearing upon the object of our enterprise. If I thus 
consider myself presumably the last surviving bearer of a direct Brahms tradition, 
I do so in all humility and without overestimating this circumstance, but 
nevertheless with a sense of obligation to pass on my experiences to the best of 
my ability.30 
 
If Mandyczewski represents Gál’s connection to Johannes Brahms, he is also 
Gál’s link to Beethoven. In his youth, Mandyczewski was also a pupil of the great 
Beethoven scholar, Gustav Nottebohm, editing and publishing his teacher’s last papers on 
Beethoven posthumously. Through Mandyczewski, Gál is also the ‘grand-pupil’ of 
Nottebohm, twice removed.31  
                                                 
30 Gál, Brahms, vi. 
31 Gál, "Hans Gál in Conversation." 
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Gál’s other major pedagogical influence was musicologist Guido Adler (1855-
1941). Adler was a major figure of musicology at the turn of the century, sometimes 
referred to as the Father of Musicology. His 1885 article titled “The Scope, Method and 
Aim of Musicology” laid the grounds for the establishment and codifying of musicology 
as a branch of the humanities. Adler’s impact as a pedagogue cannot be overstressed. He 
was responsible for the musical training of many important musicologists of the twentieth 
century such as Alfred Orel, Robert Haas, Karl Geiringer, Knud Jeppesen and Zdzislaw 
Jachimecki, and composers like Egon Wellesz, Anton von Webern, Paul Pisk Wilhelm 
Grosz and Karl Weigl. 
Adler was an equal champion of Beethoven scholarship as Mandyczewski, with 
articles written on the great composer as well as organizing a Beethoven centenary 
festival in Vienna in 1927.32 Under his supervision, Gál obtained his Doctorate in 1913 
with a dissertation titled “On the stylistic characteristics of the young Beethoven, and 
their relationship to the style of his maturity.” The dissertation would later be published 
in Adler’s journal Studies in Musicology.   
                                                 
32 Mosco Carner and Gabriele Eder, Grove Music Online, s.v. "Adler, Guido," accessed 
January 21, 2019, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.
0001/omo-9781561592630-e-0000000198. 
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Indeed, Gál’s passion for the music of Beethoven remained constant throughout 
his life, even during his encampment in the Isle of Man in 1940, as he noted in his diary: 
“When I play Bach or Beethoven there is a reverence such as I have rarely experienced in 
musicmaking.”33 
An open-minded man of diverse musical taste, Gál’s other musical affinities 
emerge from his insightful and accessible scholarly writings that range from champions 
of absolute music like Schubert or Schumann to vocal masters like Verdi or Wagner 
among others. Regarding the latter, one might think that someone of Gál’s esthetic views 
and life experience would strike a more harsh, non-conciliatory tone on a man [Wagner] 
“as sublime in his works as he is unspeakably low in his deeds”.34 On the contrary, as a 
man of impeccable integrity and objectivity, Gál's view of Wagner's music is that of an 
orthodox non-Wagnerian uncommitted admirer: “He [Gál] loves Die Meistersinger, finds 
absurdities in Tristan und Isolde all while the principal characteristics of Wagner’s work 
receive the kind of balanced study which will disappoint idolaters but instruct and satisfy 
more catholic seekers after truth, […] his commonsense presentation is much to be 
welcomed when the comprehensive study of anyone so sprawling as Wagner encounters 
so many pitfalls”.35  
                                                 
33 Hans Gál, Music behind Barbed Wire: A Diary of Summer 1940, trans. Anthony Fox 
and Eva Fox-Gál (London: Toccata Press, 2014), 88. 
34 Hugh MacDonald, review of Richard Wagner by Hans Gál, Music & Letters 58, no. 1 
(January 1977): 97, accessed February 14, 2019,  
https://www-jstor-org.ezproxy1.lib.asu.edu/stable/733395. 
35 Ibid. 
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The fact that Gál deeply admired Wagner’s genius as a composer is 
unquestionable. As one of his earliest musical influences growing up, Gál had admittedly 
gone through “a violent fit of Wagnerism, as if it had been measles”.36 Being an operatic 
composer himself, Gál could not have remained unphased by the immensity of Wagner’s 
influence on the genre. In his masterfully researched and written dissertation on Gál’s 
works for violoncello solo, Dr. Daniel Strawser points out Wagner’s influence on Gál’s 
music, specifically on the harmony and construction of his early vocal works and opera 
such as the Wagnerian-like textures in Vom Bäumlein, das andere Blätter hat gewollt 
(The Tree That Wanted Different Leaves).37 
In contrast to Wagner’s opulence and grandeur, Gál deeply admired Schubert for 
his gift of writing simple unadorned melodies. In his book on Schubert titled Franz 
Schubert and the Essence of Melody, Gál states: “No music is as much loved as 
Schubert’s. Of all the great composers it is he whose tunes have attained widest 
popularity because they so directly seize the imagination.”38 Gál identified three traits 
that made Schubert melodies song-like, traits that could be identified in Gál’s own 
melodic lines: “the relaxed breadth of phrasing, that variety of rhythmical impulses, and 
the inexhaustibility of new inventions at every turn of the way.”39   
                                                 
36 Fox-Gál and Fox, "Musical Education," The Hans Gál Website. 
37 Strawser, “Hans Gál,” 72. 
38 Hans Gál, Franz Schubert and the Essence of Melody (London: Gollancz, 1974), 11. 
39  Ibid., 53. 
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Indeed, such melodies of unrestrained lyric flow are evident in the work discussed 
herein.  Gál’s melodies in the Sonata in D exhibit flowing melodies that bar lines fail to 
contain and the sort of freeness of phrasing that does not often conform to regular phrase 
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2.3 Gál and His Contemporaries 
 
Gál is described by Redlich as “probably the only outstanding Austrian composer 
of this [twentieth] century never to have come under Schoenberg's spell at all – surely a 
unique record in history of Austria’s music!”40 Despite this, Gál managed to maintain 
good relationships with fellow composers of different convictions than his own. When 
asked by music critic Martin Anderson how his music was regarded by his 
contemporaries and his overall relations with the Second Viennese School, Gál simply 
replied: “I don’t think I was ever conscious of conforming with anything. I wrote the 
music that came to me spontaneously”. The follow-up question about any kind of 
ideological conflict with more radical composers was met with a similar answer: “No. 
These things came later. When broadcasting became such a widely spread activity, there 
was room for everything in it.”41 
In this regard, an interesting account is offered by author and expert scholar on 
the Second Viennese School, Douglas Jarman. In his article titled “Vienna after the 
Empire”, Jarman suggests that 1930’s Vienna was, in fact, a musically ideological war 
field between the conservationists and the apprentices of Schoenberg. He quotes a letter 
of Alban Berg, in which the latter decries composers “of whom one has never heard” who 
were promoted by the RAVAG (Austrian Radio Broadcasting Company) to celebrate its 
first decade of existence. Berg does not name Hans Gál specifically, although Gál was 
                                                 
40 Redlich, "Three Austrian Composers," 33. 
41 Gál, "Hans Gál in Conversation." 
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one of the featured composers, but instead notes that the “smallest talents like [Joseph] 
Marx and [Joseph] Rinaldi receive the highest musical honorary positions”.42 
While this might have been the case, Gál was on good terms with fellow serialist 
composers, including Berg. To this stands testimony the fact that during their tenure on 
the adjudicating committee of the Allgemeiner Deutscher Musikverein (German Music 
Society), Gál and Berg always came to unanimous decisions on the originality or musical 
relevance of reviewed pieces, despite their opposing ideologies. Gál in fact viewed Berg 
as a friend.43   
He was also on amicable terms with Anton von Webern. On one occasion, Gál 
conducted a performance of Webern’s “Entflieht auf leichten Kähnen” with the Vienna 
Madrigal Society which earned him praise from the serialist composer.44 As well as 
childhood friendships to Erich Kleiber, George Szell and Carl Prohaska, Gál was on good 
terms with composers Egon Kornauth, Julius Bittner and Karl Weigl as well as Erich 
Wolfgang Korngold among others. 45  
                                                 
42 Douglas Jarman, “Vienna after the Empire,” in Modern Times: From World War One 
to the present, ed. Robert P. Morgan (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 19940, 73. 
43 Gál, “Hans Gál in Conversation.” 
44 "Hans Gál - The Lost Interview," interview, Kenneth Woods - Conductor (blog), 
January 26, 2012, accessed January 21, 2019, 
http://kennethwoods.net/blog1/2012/01/26/hans-gal-the-lost-interview/. 
45 Eva Fox-Gál and Anthony Fox, "Recognition" The Hans Gál Website: Music for 
Generations, accessed January 22, 2019, http://www.hansgal.org/hansgal/41. 
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Other of Gál’s contemporaries, such as music critics often took enthusiastic 
stances regarding his music. Famed music critic, father of Erich Wolfgang Korngold and 
successor of Eduard Hanslick as chief critic of Vienna’s Neue Freie Presse, Julius 
Korngold, relates that Gál was a master at his craft. His harmony and counterpoint are 
without flaws, unless intended.46 Another raving review of his music came from critic 
Paul Nettl. While reviewing Gál’s opera The Sacred Duck, Nettl placed Gál as a direct 
successor to Albert Lortzing, Otto Nicolai, Peter Cornelius and Hermann Goetz, as a 
harbinger of the twentieth-century anti-Wagnerian German comic opera.47 
The Sacred Duck’s use fourths and fifths together exuding exoticism and stylized 
‘chinoiserie’ resonated with the public taste of the time. Music critic Hans Gutman notes 
that Gál’s handling of the modern orchestral apparatus in the Sacred Duck is, in his 







                                                 
46 Haas, Forbidden Music, 158. 
47 Ibid. 
48 Ibid., 159. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE SONATA IN D 
 
Any discussion of Gál’s Sonata in D would not be complete without a brief 
overview of his earlier sonata, the Sonata in B-flat Minor, Op. 17. As would be expected 
of a versatile 42-year-old composer with an already varied oeuvre, the Sonata in D had an 
illustrious precursor in the op. 17 sonata written in 1920 and dedicated to violinist Robert 
Pollack.49 This earlier work already showed a Hans Gál who had found his own 
distinctive, authentic voice clearly rooted in the Late Romanticism.50  
The three-movement Sonata in B-Flat exhibits Gál’s musical maturity, 
demonstrating complete mastery of the sonata form with highly idiomatic writing for 
both instruments. Like the Sonata in D, the Op. 17 sonata features a simple four-note 
motive in the first movement that reappears at the end of the third movement, creating a 
strong thematic connection between the outer movements.51 Another feature present in 
both the sonatas is Gál’s similar way of manipulating and developing thematic material to 
what Schoenberg identifies in Brahms’s music as ‘developing variation’.52 However, 
unlike the Sonata in D, the Sonata in B-Flat belongs to the more outwardly expressive 
                                                 
49 An even earlier work that pre-dates the op. 17 sonata by about ten years. However, it 
was discarded by the composer. 
50 Fox-Gál, liner notes to Hans Gál: The Two Violin Sonatas, Suite for Violin and Piano. 
51 The strong motivic and thematic connection between the outer movement is a stylistic 
trait that can be observed also in the Sonata in D but also in the Serenade for Violin, 
Viola, and Cello, Op. 41 or the Divertimento for Violin and Viola, Op. 90(3). 
52 Singer, “Degenerate Music,” 16. 
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compositional phase of the 1920s. The gloomy key of B Minor, coupled with lush 
Brahmsian piano textures, show a grander and more operatic breadth that echoes his 
second opera, The Sacred Duck, composed shortly after the first violin sonata.53  
The Sonata in B-flat Minor, Op. 17 was published five years after its composition 
and, unlike the Sonata in D, was performed numerous times during Gál’s life, often with 
the composer or his sister Erna at the piano.54 Despite its longer history and more 
extensive discography, the work fares no better in terms of reputation than the Sonata in 
D. It was first recorded in 2002, 82 years after its composition was out of print at one 
point in time.55 It too deserves more recognition in the gamut of violin-piano duo 
literature, as music critic for Fanfare Magazine, Jerry Dubins, notes regarding violinist 
Nurit Pacht’s recording of the Sonata op. 17: “[…] for me, hands-down, [the Sonata 
op.17 is] the composition competition winner among the entries on this program, and an 
extremely important addition to the post-Romantic repertoire. […] this was my first time 
hearing it, and I was stunned. […] [It] left me wondering why such a magnificent work 
wasn't right up there in popularity with, say, the Franck Sonata.”56 
 
 
                                                 
53 Eva Fox-Gál, liner notes to The Vienna Connection, EDA Records, EDA32, 2009, 
compact disc. 
54 Christian Heindl, liner notes to Hans Gál: Violinkozert, Violinsonaten, trans. Ian 
Mansfield, Gramola Records, Gramola98921, 2001, compact disc, 12. 
55 Singer, “Degenerate Music,” 17. 
56 Dubins, Continental Britons, 247. 
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3.1 Overview 
 
As with the Sonata in B-Flat, Op 17, the Sonata in D was completed shortly after 
an opera, in this case, Rich Claus, Poor Claus. However, it lacks the operatic grandeur of 
its predecessor and is a bit of a mystery in Gál’s oeuvre.57 Written at the height of Gál’s 
compositional career, the work exhibited all the signs of a thoughtful and extremely 
versatile composer, but it was ‘set aside’. The work remained unpublished, hidden to 
posterity for reasons unknown for 68 years, thus bearing no opus number. Eva Fox-Gál, 
the composer’s daughter, states that this might be due to the tumultuous circumstances of 
its composition.58  
Indeed, the sonata was written in the summer of 1933, in a small Black Forest 
Mountain village, right after Gál was fired from his directorship in Mainz. During this 
time, Gál pursued every legal avenue to get his directorship restored, arguing a clause of 
the law that exempted ‘non-Arians’ from dismissal if they had fought on the side of the 
Central Powers in World War One.59 Unfortunately, this endeavor proved to be in vain, 
and the family returned to Vienna in late summer of 1933 only to find a very 
unwelcoming and musically infertile ground in their homeland. 
                                                 
57 Heindl, liner notes to Hans Gál: Violinkozert, Violinsonaten. 
58 Fox-Gál, liner notes to Hans Gál: The Two Violin Sonatas, Suite for Violin and Piano. 
59 Fox-Gál and Fox, "The Nazi Take-over" The Hans Gál Website: Music for 
Generations, accessed January 22, 2019, http://www.hansgal.com/hansgal/45. 
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At one point in time, Gál made a hand-written addendum on the sonata’s 
manuscript reading “Good. To be published?” Apparently, he had reconsidered the value 
of the sonata, and the work passed the very strict self-imposed standards of a composer 
otherwise known to frequently withdraw works that, in his opinion, were derivative.60 
The Sonata in D did not receive its premiere until 2001, almost 70 years after its 
composition, by Austrian violinist David Frühwirth and pianist Henri Sigfridsson in a 
recital at Wigmore Hall. In his review of the premiere of the sonata, music critic Martin 
Anderson states: “Yet even though there is much in the Gál oeuvre that is unfamiliar, it is 
still surprising that a work as good as this Sonata had yet to be heard at all. It has that 
bitter-sweet, echt-Viennese elegance characteristic of so much of Gál's music.”61 
The work stands out for its overall positivity and lyricism, at times nostalgia for 
bygone days but still optimistic amid its troubled temporal genesis. Listening to the work 
one can almost imagine the picturesque and tranquil landscapes of the Black Forest 
Mountains. On the other hand, the witty “Viennese-ness” of the third movement infused 
with sardonic humor would have one think that Gál was depicting the tragedy of recent 
events in the way he knew best: through fine and charming irony.  While this might be 
true, Gál was a staunch opposer of any kind of program attributed to music as he thought 
                                                 
60 Haas, Forbidden music, 158. 
61 Martin Anderson, "London, Wigmore Hall: Hans Gál and Egon Wellesz 
Premières," Tempo, no. 219 (January 2002): 44, accessed January 23, 2019, 
http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy1.lib.asu.edu/stable/946709. 
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it placed the musical content on a secondary tier. Thus, his works cannot be interpreted 
programmatically.6263  
Indeed, duress seemed to have had the opposite effect on Gál’s compositions: the 
harsher the times, the more beautiful and deeply lyrical and introspective his music 
became. Not only does the Sonata in D bear witness to this, but also other of his works 
composed during this tumultuous era like his cantata De Profundis Op. 50 (1936), the 
Three Small Pieces for Piano (1933) or the gorgeous Serenade for String Orchestra 
Op.46 (1937). 
Stylistically, the Sonata in D differs from the thick Brahmsian texture and Sturm 
und Drang of the first sonata, giving way to a more linear approach, with lighter textures 
that emphasize flowing melodies and counterpoint rather than vertical richness. As 
violinist Annette-Barbara Vogel writes, the Sonata in D “is an exercise in finding tasteful 
rubato, expressive but not overdone. It needs to be both elastic and charming and, it may 
sound a bit cliché, but it has to be “Viennese”.”64 Such instances suited for ‘tasteful 
rubato’ abound, especially in the third movement’s Largo con Espressione, as do 
opportunities for tasteful glissandi in the vocal-like expressive melodies of the first 
movement. In general, Gál is rather specific about his indications throughout his score, 
                                                 
62 Gál, Brahms, 35. 
63 Heindl, liner notes to Hans Gál: Violinkozert, Violinsonaten. 
64 Annette-Barbara Vogel, interview by Katherine Hubley in Liner notes for Hans Gál: 
The Two Violin Sonatas, Suite for Violin and Piano, Avie Records, AV2182, 2009, 
compact disc. 
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whether they are dynamics, tempo or agogic markings, which ease the performer’s task 
of choosing when and where to use both devices. 
There is not so much emphasis on virtuosity for its own sake in the work, but 
instead the performer’s bravura is shown by rhythmic precision, mastering the clarity 
needed to bring out contrapuntal lines, voicing themes that often are juxtaposed in stretto 
between the two instruments, and emphasizing motives that may not be immediately 
apparent in context. Therefore, it is a different kind of virtuosity, but still very much 
classic in quality. Additionally, the Sonata in D features more interplay between the two 
instruments than its predecessor, with thematic material equally shared between the 
voices, all in a more transparent and imitative texture. 
A veritable classicist, Gál stays true for the most part to the traditional formal 
patterns of the First Viennese School. The forms of the movements become increasingly 
progressive as the piece unfolds, in particular with Gál’s inventive and fresh use of the 
scherzo and rondo forms. 
Gál’s sonata is laid out in three movements. While the four-movement violin 
sonatas emulating symphonic and chamber formal models had been around since 
Beethoven’s Spring Sonata in 1801, with common examples among later opuses of 
Beethoven, Schumann, Brahms or Franck, the three-movement pattern was still 
predominant well into the twentieth century, as seen in the sonatas by Strauss, Elgar, 
Debussy, Shostakovich, and Gál’s First Violin Sonata. Though the overall layout of the 
Sonata in D does not immediately reveal a specifically designated slow movement, Gál 
indeed incorporates one in the last movement. A closer look at the first section of the 
third movement would be revealing of its more significant formal role that renders the 
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overall formal structure of the piece more closely related to a four-movement structure of 
slow-fast-slow-fast. Thus, this document will approach the slow introduction of the third 
movement, Largo con Espressione, as a separate movement. 
The first movement, Allegretto Quasi Andante, distinguishes itself by its very 
clear use of sonata form (Figure 3-1): the two main themes are presented in the 
exposition in the keys of the tonic D Major and dominant A Major respectively, with both 
themes reappearing in the key of the tonic in the recapitulation. The K theme in the 
exposition brings the closure of the S theme, while closure of the primary theme takes 
place in the coda.  A short ten-measure developing section is the only unexpected formal 




Figure 3-1.  Hans Gál, Sonata in D, Allegretto Quasi Andante, form diagram (simplified) 
 
 
The first movement’s main theme consists of an arching scalar melody that 
contains most of the motivic material used throughout the sonata. These motives unify 
the sonata as a whole, particularly the first movement’s head motive, which acts as a sort 
of leitmotif for the work (this reverse gap-fill motive is also present in the main theme of 
his Violin Concerto op. 39 or the Elegie from his Symphony No.1 in D Major, Op.30). A 
particularly strong motivic relationship between the outer movements (along with its 
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closure implications), create a symmetrical frame for the contrasting inner two 
movements. 
The A Minor Scherzo follows suit with the main theme based on motives form the 
first and second themes of the first movement. As shown in figure 3-2, the movement is a 
three-part scherzo showing a rounded ternary form, with a brief reminiscing of the trio 
before the last K section. The Trio’s A Major contrast the key and character of the 
Scherzo while anticipating the Largo’s main motive in its second half. The Scherzo and 









The final movement of the sonata is a charming example of Gál’s Viennese 
elegance and fine irony displaying thematic development, juxtaposition and contrapuntal 
mastery. The form of the last movement is probably one of the most progressive traits of 
the sonata with Gál affixing the slow movement to the rondo finale movement through a 
more approximate use of the rounded binary. This, coupled with the strong thematic 
connection between the two as well as the return of the Largo near the end of the rondo, 
creates a typical Gál “2 in 1” device that shows his creativity and versatility in 
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manipulating classic forms into a new formal idiom (see Figure 3-3). He would use this 
idiom in later works. 
 
 
Figure 3-3. Gál, Sonata in D, Third movement, form diagram (simplified) 
 
The themes of the two movements show similarities through the use of the 
Largo’s head motive, as well as strong ties to the first movement’s head motive. In fact, 
the thematic blocks of the rondo’s A section are a commentary on the first thematic 
phrase of the first movement. These similarities will be detailed further in the appropriate 
sections of this document. 
The Allegro Poco Sostenuto, Ma Con Fuoco offers another example of Gál’s 
inventive use of form in a less straightforward five-part rondo. The tonal areas of the 
contrasting episodes are rather untraditional as is the central thematic A, presented in an 
abridge and transitional manner in the key of the subdominant. The theme of the rondo is 
made up of three thematic blocks that, as previously mentioned, are based on the main 
theme of the first movement. These thematic blocks only appear in their original form at 
the beginning of the movement, with each following occurrence of the theme varied to 
the point where one can hardly discern the original theme in the last A section. 
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3.2 Allegretto Quasi Andante 
 
 
Though it is traditional that the first movement of a sonata is typically fast, Gál’s 
tempo designation is very specific; in free translation, the Allegretto Quasi Andante 
indication would read “not too fast, with a walking-pace feel”. The singing nature of the 
movement’s themes also suggests a slower tempo, especially for the second subject 
marked Lento e dolcissimo. Of course, no single tempo marking can apply to the whole 
movement, given its diversity of gestures and characters. 
Perhaps a safe tempo guideline would be to establish a beginning tempo around 
Andante (roughly 90 bpm for the quarter note), progressing to Allegretto (around 120 
bpm) for the more moving passages (piu mosso in measure 16 and development) and later 
Lento (around 76 bpm) for the second subject. The fact that Gál intended an Andante-
related tempo for the first theme is also suggested by measure 29, where, after a more 
tumultuous and moving transition, he marks the return to the initial tempo as Andante 
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The 61-measure-long exposition of the first movement is of very well-
proportioned dimensions, with the Primary (P) and Secondary (S) themes both being 16 
measures long. The first thematic section of the exposition is constructed with balance in 
mind: two eight-measure periods with the musical material in measures 1 and 2 returning 
in measures 14 and 15 to close off the section with the first strong Perfect Authentic 
Cadence (m. 16). Except for a short inflection to the mediant at the end of the first period 




Figure 3-4. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegretto Quasi Andante, form diagram (extended) 
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The P theme of the first movement is a perfect example of what a skilled, melody-
oriented composer can do with a simple ascending scale. It is made of a two-measure 








Example 3-1.  Hans Gál, Sonata in D, Allegretto Quasi Andante, mm. 1-3  
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 
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The following two-measure consequent (Example 3-3) exhibits a more dynamic 
contour than its scalar predecessor. The consequential nature of measures 3 and 4 is clear 
both harmonically (the first clear tonic on downbeat of m. 3 and the Imperfect Authentic 
Cadence on beat two of m.4) and, as shown in Example 3-4, by the arpeggiated pattern of 
the melody’s return to its starting point.  
 
Example 3-3.  Gál, Sonata in D, Allegretto Quasi Andante, mm. 3-4  
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 
Rights Reserved. Used With Permission. 
 
 
Example 3-4. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegretto Quasi Andante, melodic outline of mm. 3-4. 
 
 
The overall outline of the four-measure theme is stable as its starts and ends on 
the dominant. Heavy emphasis on the dominant rather than the tonic creates a melodic 
imbalance that will not be resolved until the end of the movement. The simplicity and 
orderly nature of the antecedent phrase with its simple scalar outline immediately creates 
an implication on three different levels.   
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Theorist Leonard B. Meyer defines implication as “[an] event – be it a motive, a 
phrase, and so on – [which] is patterned in such a way that reasonable inferences can be 
made both about its connections with preceding events and about how the event itself 
might be continued and perhaps reach closure and stability”.65   
On a motivic level, the main head motive of the first movement, which takes the 
shape of a reverse gap-fill starting on the dominant, creates the immediate sensible 
implication that its scalar motion must lead to its stable conclusion on the tonic. 
Similarly, the implication of closure in the first two-measure phrase should be clear for 
the average performer with a modicum of musical intuition: the scalar pattern starting on 
the dominant, reaching the subdominant G5 in measure 2 has to come back to its tonic 
D5. This is made even more clear by the shift in direction at the end of measure 2 
emphasizing the melody’s natural tendency to gravitate back towards the tonic.66  
Because this does not happen, but instead the melody keeps ascending in measure 3, a 
reasonable expectation would be that the tonic will be reached by ascending to it. 
This leads to a final implication that the high D6 which completes the pattern of 
the downbeats in the first three measures (A-D-A) will be reached by ascending scalar 
motion (as hinted upon in measure 3 by the fleeting B passing tone). While the first two 
implications are resolved by the end of this movement, the last only receives closure at 
the end of the sonata. Together with harmonic resolution requirements of the sonata 
                                                 
65 Leonard B. Meyer, Explaining Music: Essays and Explorations (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1973), 110. 
66 Ibid., 115. 
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principle, the delay in realization of said implications is the driving force behind the 
musical unfolding of the piece, both generating and justifying its musical ‘conflict’. 
Gál’s compositional mastery and use of typical late Romantic avoidance closure 
first take form by eluding the tonic, evident from the very beginning of the piece. The 
first note of the violin is the dominant while the piano starts almost ‘mid-thought’ with an 
augmented sixth chord, in passing. The accompaniment that follows in the piano 
continues to avoid the expected tonic by descending in chromatic major thirds in 
anapest67 motion. Only fleetingly is D Major alluded to on short syllables while the long 
syllables are reserved for far off borrowed chords (V/iii, VII).  
Meanwhile, the melody of the first theme in the violin unfolds undisturbed and 
seemingly oblivious of the instability in the piano part. Although the downbeats of the 
first three measures outline a D Major triad (A-D-A) the pitches that are emphasized (due 
to repetition and height) are A, C#, E, and G, rendering the first two measures as a natural 
V leading to I in the third measure, from a melodic pattern point of view.  The dominant 
is however alluded to only by the melody. The chromatic baseline in the piano cleverly 
avoids the G# eliminating any harmonic hints of the dominant as the harmony finally 
settles on D Major on the second beat of measure 3.68 The initial four-measure phrase is 
also metrically transmorphic, with big melodic arrival points in measures 2, 3, 4 and 6 
                                                 
67 Rhythmic figure consisting of three syllables, arranged in short-short-long fashion. 
68 A more tangential similarity with Gál’s first few measures can be found in the first 
measures of Brahms’s Violin Sonata no. 3 in D Minor. Similarly, the violin starts on the 
dominant with a clearer harmonic implication of the V in the piano part that resolves to 
the tonic in the following measure. Another perhaps trivial similarity between the two 
passages is the pitch outline as seen on the downbeats of the first three measures of each 
work, which outlines the dominant – tonic – dominant (A-D-A). 
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occurring on the second beats (reframing in ¾ time starting with a one-beat anacrusis 
would render these strong arrival points on downbeats and would equally make musical 
sense). Measure 4 also introduces the F-natural to F-sharp motion, a half step major-
minor oscillation that will recur throughout the piece (also evident the F Major/D Major 
in the third movement or the A Minor/A Major of the second movement). 
Following a short transitional passage, the first two measures come back in a 
slightly varied shape in measures 14 and 15, this time with a clearer harmonic goal. The 
first theme symmetrically brings the introductory 16-measure period to a close. This 
point is also the first hint at closure, with the varied theme concluding on a perfect 
authentic cadence in the key of the tonic. Although this cadence is the strongest in the 
piece yet (m.16), it comes too early in the timeline of the movement to provide any real 
closure. It is also both the end of the first period and the beginning of the new section 
sitting on a point of elision of musical phrases over an empty downbeat in the piano part. 
Thematically, it closes not the theme but its variant retrograde (gap fill) from measure 14. 
Perhaps one of the most unique features of this sonata is Gál’s manner of crafting 
interesting and florid melodic lines from just a handful of musical motives, manipulated 
and combined in quick succession or even overlapping. If Gál’s melodies can be 
characterized in one way, it would be as highly motivic. His motives are constantly 
varied and developed using dodecaphonic permutations, augmentations, diminutions, and 
ornamentations, making Gál’s themes sound fresh, interesting and full of contour.                
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Gál’s approach to constructing themes and motives is a veritable compendium of 
Brahmsian development techniques through dodecaphonic means (inversion, retrograde 
and retrograde inversion). Consequently, a plethora of non-chord tones consisting of 
passing and neighbor tones, suspensions, anticipations and appoggiaturas enhance not 
only the melody itself but also enrich the underlying harmony. Underneath this florid 
celebration of melody, the themes are based on very simple melodic outlines, often scalar 
in contour. 
A closer look at the two main themes of the first movement is warranted as they 
contain the motivic building blocks used to build all the rest of the themes in subsequent 
movements. Example 3-5 illustrates these base motives as they occur in the main theme 
of the first movement. 
 
Example 3-5. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegretto Quasi Andante, motives in mm. 1-6 
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 
Rights Reserved. Used With Permission. 
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Table 3-1 attempts to describe and categorize these motives, though such an 
endeavor may be considered arbitrary because of the diversity of figures encountered in 
the piece. Any tonal-melodic creative process cannot be as strict as, say, a serialist tone 
row and therefore motives are sometimes categorized based on their overall shape or 
direction rather than strict intervallic relationships. The motives are numbered according 
to the order in which they appear rather than importance or frequency of use.  
 
 
Table 3-1. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegretto Quasi Andante, table of motives 
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Example 3-6 shows the creative way in which Gál combines said motives into 
florid and musically interesting lines. As can be observed, the melody from measures 9 to 
16 is based in its entirety on motives from the first theme, strung together consecutively, 





Example 3-6. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegretto Quasi Andante, mm. 9-16  
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 
Rights Reserved. Used With Permission. 
              
 
The transition following the first theme is also symmetrical, in two 12-measure 
periods. While the first period mainly uses the head motive of the P theme, modulating to 
the flat tonic via an enharmonic V7 turned German sixth (m. 26), the second period 
features a beautiful melody in a typical Gál melodious moment. The melody is based on 
three-measure phrases with broken octave and fifth figures over a hemiolic “Pachelbel” 
progression (I-V-vi-iii-IV-I) that manages to somewhat out-shine the more static second 
theme. An unexpected chromatic mediant modulation from D-flat (C-sharp) to E Major 
(V/V) in measure 39 introduces the S theme in the much-expected key of the dominant.           
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Gál’s clear use of the sonata form offers no surprises regarding the Secondary (S) 
theme. Similar to the first theme, the accompaniment features chromatic descending 
thirds over the syncopated rhythm in the left hand that first appeared in the violin part at 
the beginning of the transition (m. 28).  
 
Example 3-7. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegretto Quasi Andante, mm. 41-44  
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 
Rights Reserved. Used With Permission. 
 
 
Although the S theme is 16 measures long, it is internally not as symmetrical as 
the P theme, mainly because the musical material is organized in a more binary fashion. 
The internal structure of the S theme can be divided into a 12-measure phrase (seven plus 
five) and a four-measure “recapitulation” which acts as the closing theme (K) as it 
provides closure for the S theme with a strong PAC in measure 56. 
The Schubertian flowing melody of the S theme is metrically organized in a 
manner that would be perfectly symmetrical in a binary time signature (4/4) rather than a 
ternary one both from a melodic patterning and harmonic point of view. This seeming 
disregard for the bar line is one of Gál’s stylistic traits, a perfect example of a melodically 
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driven compositional process and his life-long fascination with Schubert’s music. Gál’s 
own musical creed regarding melody was that “[melody is] the very essence of invention, 
of the creative act, and if this is lacking, no theory will help.”69   
The second subject is based all on previous motives (Example 3-8), while 
introducing one more that will constitute the main motive of the second movement 
Scherzo (motive 7).  
 
 
Example 3-8. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegretto Quasi Andante, mm. 41-47, S theme motives 
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 
Rights Reserved. Used With Permission. 
 
 
The musical outline of the S theme, as shown in the example below, is a more 
static E pedal. Thus, the secondary theme is a veritable axial melody70 made up of upper 
and lower embellishments around its central pivot point.  
 
 
Example 3-9. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegretto Quasi Andante, melodic outline of mm. 41-47. 
                                                 
69 Gál, Schubert, 48. 
70 Meyer, Explaining music, 183. 
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Closure of this theme happens relatively fast in the following K theme (perhaps 
the reason the S theme is not touched upon in the development). The theme’s early 
closure is due to its axial nature, which theorist Leonard B Meyer labels as weak in terms 
of its implication since the pattern is essentially a prolongation of a single tone. 
Consequently, the pattern does not “go” anywhere, lacking a goal that would act as a 
point of stability and completion.71  The K theme takes the open and static outline of the 
S theme to a more stable scalar descent down to the tonic (Ex 3-10). 
 
Example 3-10. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegretto Quasi Andante, melodic outline of mm. 53-
56 
 
Congruent with the closing of the thematic pattern is the Perfect Authentic 
Cadence in measure 56. The cadence is enhanced by the proceeding modal minor 
subdominant and the strong beat of the tonic which, despite its apparent position on the 
second beat, in performance sounds like an irrefutable downbeat due to Gál’s previously 
discussed disregard for the bar line and metric fluidity of melodies.  
                                                 
71 Ibid., 183. 
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The closure of the secondary theme acts as the concluding musical event of the 
exposition and a point of brief repose of musical tension. The exposition’s overall 
harmonic plan shows the expected tonal centers of the tonic and dominant respectively, 
with a lyrical episode in the transition tonicizing the flat tonic. It can be summarized as 
I  ( iii  I  N, V) ♭I   ( V/V ) V. 
 The development is 51 measures long and can be divided into two distinct 
sections based on material from the exposition of roughly 20 measures each, with a ten-
measure retransition. The tonal centers in this section are the expected ones, circling 
subdominant-related keys. The first half of the development is in the key of the 
submediant with just a fleeting glimpse of the subdominant (m. 78).  By the time the 
retransition arrives, the tonal center moves to the flat major VII with a clearer hint of 
♭VII7 used as a secondary dominant for D Major in measure 110. This creates an 
overarching vi-VII tonal plan for the development. By means of chromaticism, the 
recapitulation ensues in the tonic key on a 6/4 chord. 
Although composed in a time when the Second Viennese School was at its height, 
Gál’s style and approach to the Sonata in D is, as with most of his oeuvre, deeply tonal. 
“I do believe in tonality as much as I believe, say, in gravitation; I have it in my musical 
constitution, and I cannot imagine music without tonality. In my consciousness, tonality 
is as firm as a rock”.72 The sonata distinguishes itself for its coloristic use of harmony, 
with the most tonal language reserved for the important structural parts of the work (the 
principal themes, the coda) and the more progressive use of tonality such as 
                                                 
72 "Hans Gál - The Lost Interview." 
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chromaticism, octatonicism and whole-tone scales used for transitional or developmental 
sections. This has a profound dramatic effect when contrasted with firmly tonal 
sonorities, especially in the last movement. Although instances of less tonal techniques 
are scarce in the first movement, two such moments arise as expected in two transitions, 
to the development (or back to da capo repeat), and in the retransition to the 
recapitulation. In the first one (mm. 59-61), the deeply tonal A Major of the concluding S 
theme is immediately followed by a viio of D that conveniently provides the link to the D 
Major of the repeat and is also the enharmonic viio of B Minor of the ensuing 
development. Over this pedal harmony, the seemingly dissonant head motive is presented 
as a subset of the D octatonic scale, as is the preceding G Major scale and the diminished 
D pedal itself. 
The other transitional passage, the retransition to the recapitulation, features a 
mixture of octatonicism (used structurally for thematic entrances) and chromaticism that 
Gál uses to position the now inevitable return of the main theme on A. Starting in 
measure 104, thematic statements in minor occur on the pitches of C, D, E-flat and F. 
These entrances then turn to major in measure 110, foretelling the recapitulation, and 
continue on chromatic steps (F-sharp, G, G-sharp) leading up to the recapitulation. 
Underneath the second chromatic half of the transition (mm. 110-113), the composer 
strings together a very Mahlerian progression of augmented sixth chords that create a 
wedge-shaped chromatic pattern between the bass line and the thematic entrances on the 
right hand of the piano. These opposing chromatic lines resolve on an octave A, the long-
awaited D Major second inversion of the recapitulation.  Though these augmented sixth 
chords progress in a rather tonal manner, each acting as a sort of V-I for the following 
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chord, the overall aural effect is that of a whole-tone sonority due to the whole tone pitch 
collection of the augmented sixths (mainly French). The sonority is complemented by the 
augmented triad in the violin part (G-sharp, E, C) leading into the recapitulation. 
Another example of Gál’s use of wedge shape chromatic lines and quick 
chromatic mediant modulation is the ten-measure developmental passage interpolated in 
the recapitulation. Example 3-11 shows the sudden harmonic changes occurring almost 
every beat outlining clusters of three chromatic mediant keys interrupted by an omnibus 
prolonging the G Major seventh chord. 
 
Example 3-11. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegretto Quasi Andante, harmonic progression in 
mm. 122-129 
 
The same chromatic mediant-rich harmony can be observed in the second half of 
the development (m. 84) where Gál takes the thematic material of the first theme through 
a whirlwind of upper and lower chromatic mediant keys in the following progression: B 
Minor – D Minor – A Minor – F Minor – C Minor – E-flat Minor – B-flat Minor – D 
Minor – F Minor. Despite the modal minor chords, the key of C Minor becomes more 
clearly tonicized in measure 101. 
The rest of the movement bears the mark of Gál’s distinctive rich Late Romantic 
chromatic harmony which, although tonal, pushes the tonal idiom to its limits.  In the 
more tonal sections, chromatic harmony takes the shape of occasional borrowed chords, 
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usually from the parallel minor that are meant to enhance the effect of their diatonic 
counterpart or temporarily tonicize far off keys. As an example, the first theme appears in 
the recapitulation not only with a different accompaniment in the piano but also with a 
brief venture tonicizing the flat submediant. This avoids repetition and adds a new 
dimension of color to an otherwise less interesting verbatim restatement of the 
theme.  Gál’s treatment of repetitions, or better said avoidance of, is a recurring trait 
throughout this work that will be discussed in the following movements.  
Perhaps one of the most remarkable use of chromaticism in terms of the dramatic 
effect and creation of tension is what theorist Hans Tischler calls chromaticism due to 
melodic tension, where two simultaneous chromatic lines can be unified by harmonizing 
them with well-sounding but tonally unaccountable chords.73 This would include the 
previously mentioned passages accompanied by descending thirds like the first theme, 
although this passage sounds mellow compared to the passage in measure 72 of the 
development. Here, over the span of six measures, the piano accompaniment drives 
chromatic thirds (this time in the shape of a sixth) covering an octave and a half, while 
the theme is passed around between the violin and the right hand of the piano in 
chromatic mediant statements (B-flat Major, G Major, D-flat Major). The harmonic goal 
                                                 
73 Hans Tischler, "Re: Chromatic Mediants: A Facet of Musical Romanticism," Journal 
of Music Theory 2, no. 1 (April 1958): 95, accessed December 23, 2018, 
doi:10.2307/842933. 
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of G Major (marked accordingly in Ex 3-12) is the first step in a series of predominant 
chords that will close the first half of the development in the key of B Minor.     
 
 
Example 3-12. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegretto Quasi Andante, mm. 72-78  
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 
Rights Reserved. Used With Permission. 
 
 
The recapitulation follows the exposition closely, presenting very little variation. 
One such variation, however, would be the aforementioned interpolation of ten 
developmental measures in between the two periods of the P theme. This short 
developmental passage interrupts the flow of the recapitulation and comes as a sort of 
compensation for the fact that Gál had not touched upon the whole first theme or the 
second theme in the development. Everything else unfolds uneventfully: S returns in the 
key of the tonic and K eludes closure this time, instead leading into the coda, where Gál 
delivers the much-awaited resolution for the P theme. 
Gál proves to be a master of manipulating the dramatic effect of the sonata 
principle, keeping the listener engaged by creating expectation but then delaying 
fulfillment until the last possible moment and in the most satisfying way. The fashion in 
which he eludes resolution and ultimately achieves it is a measure of his compositional 
skill and mastery of balance and unity. 
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The real point of closure, in measure 192 of the coda, is a remarkable example of 
Gál’s tying together of the first theme on both a motivic and thematic level. After the 
turmoil of the development and the multitude of keys in which the P theme was 
presented, the coda ushers in the expectation that the last thing the listener will hear is the 
first theme concluding on the long-awaited tonic. Impending resolution is signaled by the 
A dominant pedal in the low register of the piano (m. 192) followed by the original 
statement of the theme in stretto between the violin and the piano.  
The melody of the first theme finally settles on the tonic. Example 3-13 illustrates 




Example 3-13. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegretto Quasi Andante, melodic outline of mm. 192-
196. 
  
A congruence of elements contributes to the overall strength of closure. 
Musically, the dramatic effect of closure is enhanced by the delay, avoidance and 
meandering of the melody in measure 195, over a written rallentando. Simultaneous with 
the closure of the thematic phrase, the head motive, in augmentation and with accents, 
also concludes in the expected manner, with its scalar motion moving to the tonic. 
Harmonic closure is realized by the perfect authentic cadence in measure 196 preceded 
by a series of predominant chords including the Neapolitan (Example 3-14). 
 
 




Example 3-14. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegretto Quasi Andante, mm. 192-196  
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 





What follows is an eight-measure post-cadential extension marked molto 
tranquillo in which the prolongation and solidifying of the tonic is what would be 
expected. Gál thwarts that expectation however even now, in the final measures. Though 
these measures function as an “Amen” cadence with a return of the diatonic subdominant 
immediately following the PAC, again Gál deflects by following with the Neapolitan 
which serves as the subdominant of the far- off flat submediant. This also means the 
return of the F natural in the violin part in measure 197 which hints at the half step major-
minor oscillation present in measure 4. This “wrong” will only be corrected in the last 
measure thus again.  
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Gál finishes the movement with a musical afterthought in the last four measures, 
in the form of the head motive in augmentation in the right hand of the piano, with a 
Picardy third effect (F natural, G, A, F-sharp), coming from the minor tonic in measure 
199.74 It is important to note that, despite the head motive having already been closed, 
this is its only statement that is unequivocally diatonic to D Major. 











                                                 
74 Interestingly, the rendition of the Sonata in D by violinist David Frühwirth and pianist 
Sigfridsson on the “Trails of Creativity” recording on the AVIE label, does not observe 
the F natural in measure 199 but instead F-sharp, probably in an effort to reverently 
observe the exact statement of the head motive. This is even more puzzling since 
Frühwirth and Sigfridsson are the champions of this work, having premiered it in 2001. 
Frühwirth is also responsible for editing the violin part of the only edition of the work, 
published by Simrock. The piano score of the only edition does not have F-sharp in 
measure 199 but does have a complementary sharp marked in the last measure, 
reinforcing the idea that any previous Fs would have had to be natural (or at least not 
sharp). 
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3.3 Scherzo 
 
The second movement is a very spirited scherzo, a veritable tour de force75 for 
both instruments, featuring driving rhythms and passages of fast interplay between the 
instruments. It is a stark contrast to the calm note on which the first movement ends.  The 
Trio, in turn, contrasts the Scherzo with a flowing melody in the high register of the 
violin over a hurdy-gurdy-type accompaniment reminiscent of Tchaikovsky’s 




Figure 3-5. Gál, Sonata in D, Scherzo, form diagram (extended) 
                                                 
75 Fox-Gál, Hans Gál: The Two Violin Sonatas, Suite for Violin and Piano 
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Although the movement gives the aural impression of a five-part scherzo, the 
manner in which Gál interpolates the second appearance of the Trio into the second 
Scherzo renders it to a more sensical three-part scherzo with a rounded ternary shape. 
The rounding Scherzo is interrupted during its recapitulatory A by a truncated Trio, 
which states only its main theme and acts more like a musical afterthought rather than a 
solid structural section. The Scherzo picks up where it left off before being interrupted by 
the Trio, with the dominant leading to a PAC in measure 381 which ushers in the K 
theme and, along with it, the thematic closure of the Scherzo movement. 
The Scherzo and Trio exhibit structural similarities as both are based on A A B A 
patterns, where the thematic A is presented twice and returns after the more unstable B 
section. The Scherzo’s first A section is repeated and contains thematic material mainly 
in the piano, while the Trio’s consecutive A sections are presented by the violin and 
piano respectively.  The central B sections of both the Scherzo and the Trio function as a 
sort of development of the A section. The Scherzo’s B section in particular is 
characterized by tonal instability and the use of the main motives of the section in fugal 
texture consisting of juxtaposed thematic statements between the two instruments. 
Extensive chromaticism can be observed in this section, where the melody is always 
driven by an accompanying chromatic bass line in the piano. The return of the A sections 
is truncated in both the Scherzo and Trio, perhaps in an effort by Gál to do away with 
verbatim repetition. 
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The allegiance to clarity of texture is an ever-present stylistic trait in Gál’s oeuvre 
and is particularly evident in the second movement and the rondo of the third.  In a 1971 
interview, when asked what he regarded as principal importance in music, Hans Gál 
replied: “Yes, clarity. Opaque, muddy sound was always a horror to me. A 
transparent texture was always my chief aim and demand, and this regards my style 
of performing as much as my ideal as a composer. […] What I became more and more 
intolerant against is what I call dirty sound, the sound of a badly used piano pedal. To put 
it bluntly: if I were very hard up one day, I would seriously consider to sell the pedal of 
my piano. “76 
Indeed, clear linear-counterpoint and static, register-limited and pedal-like 
accompaniment contrast the more sweeping and broad textures of the first movement. 
Gál seems to have taken his dislike for the pedal literally, as there is not one pedal 
marking in the entire sonata. Nor does his linear homophonic style of writing require it. 
Pedal-like effects are achieved by repeated figures, as seen in the piano’s accompaniment 
in the Trio or in the first episode of the rondo. 
In contrast to the richer and eerily-expressive sonorities of the Quasi Allegretto 
(middle scherzo movement of the Sonata in B-flat op. 17), the Sonata in D’s middle 
movement gives way to a more transparent and ‘spacious’ texture with immediately clear 
harmonies. The off-beat pizzicato figure in the violin recalls both the scherzo of the first 
sonata as well as Brahms’s scherzo movement from the Violin Sonata No.3 Op. 108. 
                                                 
76 "Hans Gál - The Lost Interview." 
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Another similarity between this scherzo and the central movement of his first 
sonata is Gál’s treatment of form. The scherzi on both his sonatas are in rounded ternary 
form with a fleeting remembrance of the trio near the end. While in in the Sonata in D the 
short trio excerpt is inserted at the end of the rounding Scherzo episode (see Figure 3-5), 
the trio in the Sonata in B-flat returns in an abridged version as the codetta of the 
movement.        
The theme of the scherzo serves as a stark contrast to the first movement’s calm 
ending. The piano begins with a figure that is typical of Gál (similar to the cello figure in 
the Burletta movement of the Serenade Op. 98), a swift assertion of the presence of a 
new musical entity. The figure is an inversion of the immediately following main theme 
head motive, with a clear plagal IV-I motion (Example 3-15).  
 
 
Example 3-15. Gál, Sonata in D, Scherzo, opening figures in m. 1, 3 
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 
Rights Reserved. Used With Permission. 
       
 
The beginning statement is an example of the simpler style of writing present in 
this movement with a static drone accompaniment in the violin and the left hand of the 
piano, while the theme is presented in the high register of the piano. Alternative motion 
between the two instruments and the overall staccato character also complement Gál’s 
clarity of moving lines. 
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Several motives from the first movement can be identified in the main theme of 
the Scherzo. Among these, the most important are motive 5 and motive 7, found 
overlapping in the first measure of the theme. While the musical frame of the antecedent 
four-measure phrase is based on motive 5 (as can be seen in the last line of the example 
below), the four-measure consequent is based on an upward sequenced head-motive. A 
global look at the distribution of motives in the first eight measures, shown in Example 3-
16, demonstrates the uniform construction of the theme, with the head-motive framed by 







Example 3-16. Gál, Sonata in D, Scherzo, motives in mm. 1-9 
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 
Rights Reserved. Used With Permission. 
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Gál’s chromatically-driven harmony is ever present in this movement in which 
every section has an underlying chromatic line in the accompaniment. Chromaticism is 
also used in more tonal ways, such as the chromatic line of the first period (the left hand 
of the piano in measures 1 to 11) which outlines the overarching move from tonic to the 
Neapolitan (E to B-flat) or more transitional uses of chromatics, such as in the ensuing B 
section (mm. 24-75). The latter section is one of the lengthiest transitional passages of the 
piece consisting of continuous chromatic lines in the accompaniment spanning from 
measure 46 to measure 72. The bass line is embroidered by the upper voices with 
juxtaposed thematic entrances three or four measures apart, culminating with an octatonic 
run of measure 72.  This is one of the more harmonically unstable passages of the piece 
that will be contrasted by the closure of the Scherzo in the following section as well as by 
the lyrical character of the Trio.   
The Trio brings forth a slow lullaby-like melody in the high register of the violin 
over a hurdy gurdy-type accompaniment in the piano. Because of its high register, this 
section poses an obvious intonation issue for the performer. However, fingering 
suggestions from the editor, David Frühwirth, provide a good aid in this regard, 
encouraging the performer to stay in position and cross strings as opposed to shifting to 
lower positions. His fingerings work well in complementing Gál’s already idiomatic 
writing for the violin. 
This section also distinguishes itself for its beautiful countermelodies in the violin 
to the piano’s thematic moments. One particular example is measure 158 which contrasts 
the high register of the piano with the violin’s low register, the first such occurrence in 
the Trio. Care should be taken not to overplay the counter melody which might get in the 
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way of the sustained dotted quarter note theme in the piano. In general, Gál does a 
remarkable job of setting the melody and countermelody in different registers as is the 
case with the piano’s exposition of the theme in measures 156 to 190.  
Motivically, the trio shows links to all three movements. Its main motive is the 
augmentation of the upbeat figure of the scherzo, and also contains the head motive (in 
retrograde) of the first movement as well as anticipating motives from the third 
movement (motive P3 in measures 198 to 201 in the violin or the Largo motive in 
measure 140 again in the violin). 
The second abridged occurrence of the trio (m. 341) consists only of its main 
theme followed by four concluding measures that would be expected to flow into the 
cadencing dominant seventh in measure 368. Gál instead inserts 16 measures prolonging 
the expected resolution that in the end does not materialize in measure 371 (because of a 
deceptive cadence) but instead occurs in the coda of the Scherzo (m. 381). The sixteenth 
note run in the piano part near the end of the movement (starting m. 391) uses a tonal 
figure similar to the octatonic one used in the conclusion of the unresolved second Trio 
(m. 353-366). Thus, Gál ties together the harmonic resolutions of both the Trio and the 
Scherzo in the final coda. In the very last measure of the movement, both instruments 
state an A triad, omitting the third, which through its major/minor ambiguity closes both 
main keys of the movement. 
Aside from more subtle harmonic hints in the melodic contour, the scherzo theme 
is harmonically rather “monochrome”, with the pedal accompaniment suggesting A 
Minor throughout. As a result, this movement poses more interesting thematic and 
motivic closure issues rather than the harmonic closure discussed above. A hint of closure 
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is presented at the end of the first Scherzo but lacks strength due to the insistence upon 
the “unresolved” head motive in the piano part in measure 109. Full closure is finally 
attained at the end of the second Scherzo. The concluding authentic cadence occurs in 
measure 381, followed by a post-cadential extension emphasizing the subdominant in 
which Gál delays resolution by repeating and augmenting the head motive. 
Motivic and thematic closure occurs when the inverted motive 5 cadences on the 
tonic and consequently follows the original motive to complete the thematic pattern 
(Example 3-17). A clear and necessary alteration to the theme, shown in Example 3-18, 
must be made in order for the melodic outline to be closed. The plagal implication of the 
last F of measure 5 is dealt with in the obvious way by being replaced with the more 
dominant suggesting B. 
 
 
Example 3-17. Gál, Sonata in D, Scherzo, closure of the theme in mm. 381-397 
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 
Rights Reserved. Used With Permission. 
 
 
Example 3-18. Gál, Sonata in D, Scherzo, closure alterations of the theme 
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 
Rights Reserved. Used With Permission. 
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3.4 Largo Con Espressione 
 
Although the form of the third movement exhibits a freer treatment of form, this 
is by no means new to Gál’s style. He had in fact previously placed slow introductions of 
varying degrees of complexity to some of his fast third movements, particularly in his 
instrumental and chamber works. In regard to the third movement of his Piano Trio Op. 
18, the famous music critic Wilhelm Altmann states: “The third movement is actually 
two in one, beginning with an Adagio maestoso, which is a poignant, graceful plaint that 
eventually shows a sense of closure leading to an upbeat Allegro.”77 
The last movement of his Piano Trio in E Op. 18 opens with an intricate slow 
section that speeds up in its middle part and then returns to the initial tempo before 
transitioning to the Allegro. The Clarinet Sonata Op. 84 employs a similar device, with 
the third movement beginning with a slow section marked Adagio, roughly in ABA form 
but considerably shorter than the one in the Sonata in D or the Piano Trio. It is possible 
Gál was influenced by Brahms’s Clarinet Sonata Op.120 No.2 where, instead of a proper 
slow movement, Brahms affixes a slower theme and five variations to the first half of the 
last movement. 
                                                 
77 Wilhelm Altmann, Handbuch Für Klaviertriospieler: Wegweiser Durch Die Trios Für 
Klavier, Violine Und Violoncell (Wolfenbüttel: Verlag Für Musikalische Kultur Und 
Wissenschaft, 1934), 221. 
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The work whose last movement bears the closest similarity to the Sonata in D is 
Gál’s Clarinet Quintet op. 107, a piece composed much later in Gál’s career (1977) and 
regarded by the composer as one of his ‘late flowerings’. One of his last substantial 
works and a sort of conclusion to his composing career,78 the Quintet’s form and 
character is best explained by the composer himself in his program notes for the piece’s 
premiere performance in Edinburgh in 1978: “Following this [second movement is], a 
slowish, pensive introduction – it will later find an occasion for returning as a contrasting 
episode – moves into a sportive rondo finale in the character of a commedia dell’arte, 
where the clarinet is acting the part of a buffoon, bringing the movement to a burlesque 
conclusion.”79 As is the case with the Clarinet Quintet, the slow Largo Con Espressione 
of the Sonata in D returns in the rondo Allegro Poco Sostenuto as the second contrasting 
episode with its A1 acting as a transition between it and the previous rondo theme.   
 Figure 3-6 illustrates the more or less rounded binary form of Largo, with the 
second half of the A section (A2) recurring not after A1 as expected but instead after the 
middle B section.  
Figure 3-6. Gál, Sonata in D, Largo Con Espressione, form diagram 
                                                 
78 Eva Fox-Gál, liner notes for Hans Gál: Chamber music for clarinet, Toccata Classics, 
TOCC0377, 2016, compact disc, 3. 
79 Ibid., 4. 
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While the A section is firmly grounded in the key of F Major, the middle B 
section modulates to the flat III (A-flat). This positions the composer within reach of D 
Major (via A Major) of the closing AI, which foretells the Allegro. The strongest cadence 
in the entire slow section happens at the end of A instead of the expected AI, the latter 
acting more as the transition to the rondo. 
If the beautiful flowing melodies in the first movement pledged allegiance to 
Schubert, the slow introspective Largo pays homage to the emotional restraint of Brahms. 
Indeed, the lyrical theme in the violin marked “mit Grossen Ton” (with big tone) debuts 
in a fashion typical to Brahms’s sonatas exploring the full and rich sonority of the G 
string.  As shown by Example 3-19, the accompaniment in the piano is enough to support 
the main line by moving alternatively with the violin, without getting in the way of the 
melody.  
 
Example 3-19.  Gál, Sonata in D, Largo Con Espressione, mm. 1-4,  
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 
Rights Reserved. Used With Permission. 
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Although the above example (Example 3-19) has been corrected by the author of 
this document, the only edition of the Sonata in D published by Simrock contains an 
engraving error, mistakenly marking the clef in the right hand of the piano in measure 1 
las treble clef. This is invalidated by publisher’s own clef change “back” to treble clef in 
measure 4. Out of the three existing recordings of this work, the one by violinist Thomas 
Irnberger and pianist Evgheny Sinaiski is the only one that actually observes the printed 
treble clef in the first measure. While this may well have been a voluntary choice and 
takes absolutely nothing away from the impeccable artistry of both the recording and the 
performers, the aural sonority of the printed clef is somewhat jarring. This is because the 
result is a more dissonant harmony which, at this crucial point of initial presentation of 
themes in the new movement, would not be specific to Gál’s writing. Also, from a 
register point of view, the D5 in the right hand of the piano is an octave and a half over 
the violin thus sounding disjunct with the gemütlich character of the melody in the 
violin’s lowest register. It is highly unlikely that Gál intended this. 
The A section is structured on two large phrases of eight (A1) and ten measures 
(A2) respectively, with a short four measure episode in between emphasizing the flat-VI. 
The basic motivic building block of this section is the “Largo motive”, a stepwise-leap 
motive which is a subset-figure of the motive 3 from the second measure of the first 
movement (shown in brackets in Table 3-2). It appears both as a melodic motive usually 
within the frame of fourth, fifth or sixth or as a long-short-long rhythmic cell in the A2 
section, though its most ‘authentic’ instance is when it conforms to the fourth frame of 
motive 3. The first four measures are all constructed upon a sequenced (or inverted) 
Largo motive. 
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It is important to note that the two eight-measure periods in the A section show 
close similarities in their construction, bearing witness to Gál’s Brahmsian developmental 
techniques. The first four-measure phrase acts like the “prime” for the other three phrases 
of the A1 and A2 sections. Each measure is related to its corresponding one in the prime 
through some sort of conformant relationship, in which an identifiable, discrete musical 
event is related to another such event by similarity.80 Table 3-2 contains the four phrases 
laid out on the vertical with the “prime” phrase in the far-left column and its variations in 
the columns to the right.  
 
 
Table 3-2. Gál, Sonata in D, Largo Con Espressione, phrase correspondence between A1 
and A2 
                                                 
80 Meyer, Explaining music, 44. 
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These relationships between the prime and its variants can be more apparent, like 
the first two measures of the second row or less apparent, appearing only as a generic 
shape (the scalar movement in row three) or intervallic frame (in row four). One aspect in 
which the three varying phrases are not similar to the prime is their overall downward 
sequential direction that contrasts the prime’s ascending scale. 
The basic melodic outline of the first eight measures of the A section (Example 3-
20) shows again a very simple outline based on a scalar movement from the mediant to 
the dominant over a I to V harmonic plan. Measures 9 to 12 act as a deceptive cadence to 
the first phrase, reinforcing the dominant with its Neapolitan (flat VI of I) harmony. 
Example 3-20. Gál, Sonata in D, Largo Con Espressione, melodic outline of mm. 1-12 
 
As previously mentioned, Gál’s use of the form in the Largo is not a conventional 
rounded binary, least of all in terms of the location where closure is achieved. The 
obvious reasons for this are the tonal areas of the two framing A sections. The key of AI 
is D Major, thus providing a convenient gateway to the following rondo Allegro. 
Therefore, looking globally at the conjoined Largo and Allegro as one movement, AI is in 
the key of the tonic (as seen in Figure 3-6), albeit not the tonic of the Largo. This would 
pose a problem for closing the Largo harmonically in a different key, hence closure 
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happens before the B section, enhanced by the strongest authentic cadence in the Largo 
movement. Gál, therefore, observe all the basic principles of a stand-alone movement but 
in a more tailored transitional function that would facilitate the joining of the Largo and 
the Allegro. 
The Largo’s closure depends upon the conclusion of the scalar shape of the theme 
on the tonic. Example 3-21 illustrates this process by reducing the melody of A2 to its 
main melodic outline including its octave displacements. 
  
Example 3-21. Gál, Sonata in D, Largo Con Espressione, melodic outline of mm. 13-23 
 
Example 3-22 reduces measures 13 to 23 even more, revealing an overarching I – 
IV-V- I with emphasis on the subdominant in measures 19 to 21.  The pattern leads to the 
conclusion of the scale in measures 21 to 23 and tonal closure is achieved over the perfect 
authentic cadence in measure 23.      
 
Example 3-22. Gál, Sonata in D, Largo Con Espressione, simplified melodic outline of 
mm. 13-23 
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Following a short transition that shows a strong resemblance to measure two of 
the first movement, the B section’s irregular nine-measure period introduces juxtaposed 
three-measure statements of the new motivic element - the Largo B figure (m.27) - that 
will appear often in the rondo.  The Largo B figure is based off motives 4 and 6 and is, in 
fact, a variation of the figure presented in the violin in measures 5 and 6 of the first 
movement and enunciated by the piano in measure 7 (Example 3-23). 
 
 
Example 3-23. Gál, Sonata in D, Largo Con Espressione, mm. 27-28, Largo B figure  
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 




As soon as the first period of the B section is concluded, Gál immediately starts 
transitioning to the next section over a long chromatic bass line, in yet another example 
of the use of such a device to get him to his harmonic goal, in this case, the D Major in 
the return of A2. He harmonizes the bass line with chords containing at least one (and 
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generally two) common tone(s). Example 3-24 illustrates the chromatic bass line, starting 
on the second half of measure 40 and moving by half measure. 
 
 
Example 3-24. Gál, Sonata in D, Largo Con Espressione, harmonic progression in mm. 
13-23 
 
The return of AI shows once again Gál’s avoidance of literal repetition. Though 
only six measures long, it features half of both the phrases of the A2 section in the violin 
and the right hand of the piano, thus it is important to not confuse the melody in the piano 
as a countermelody in a proper sense.  Gál’s transitive intentions for this section are clear 
not only from his choice of key but also from the metric organization of the musical 
material. Though marked tranquillo, ma con moto to indicate a slower tempo than the B 
section, Gál notates AI in rhythmic augmentation with the indication “eighth note as fast 
as the initial sixteenth note”. This effectively indicates a double-timed 4/8 while keeping 
the melody at the same slow pace. It is evident that he is trying to make the metric 
connection to the fast to 2/4 of the rondo. Though not marked, a metric equivalence of the 
new faster sixteenth note to the quarter note of rondo would inform an educated estimate 
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3.5 Allegro Poco Sostenuto, Ma Con Fuoco 
  
The fast and high-spirited rondo last movement marked Allegro Poco Sostenuto, 
Ma Con Fuoco, distinguishes itself by its close adherence to the first movement theme as 
well as Gál’s remarkable variational techniques. Despite its sectional nature, it does not 
sound disjunct due to the motivic similarities between its various sections. While all 
sections are connected motivically, no two sections look the same. Instead, every new 
section develops previous motives while introducing newly varied figures. Its 
compositional mastery is equaled only by its deeply charming character: a light-hearted 
scherzoso melody contrasted by lyrical episodes with echoes of the rondo and the largo 
theme. 
The rondo is introduced with almost no transition, only a short two-measure solo 
violin connecting passage based on the first movement’s head motive as well as the 
inversion of motive 5.  Both these motives will constitute the primary building blocks of 
the main rondo theme. Similar to his first violin sonata, the third movement of the Sonata 
in D bears the closest musical connection to the first movement with the theme of the 
rondo closely observing the sequence of motive in the first movement’s first theme. The 
Rondo also contains the Largo’s main motive. This inversion becomes the head motive of 
the rondo and carries the harmonic implication of I-V-vi.   
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This movement’s form (Figure 3-7) is again a more liberal use of the rondo, with 
the main thematic section actually made up of 3 thematic blocks (P1, P2, P3) and a 
thematically related transitional block (P4). 
 
 
Figure 3-7. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegro Poco Sostenuto, Ma Con Fuoco, form diagram 
 
Of these three blocks, P1 is by far the most important, containing the main theme 
and motives (Example 3-25) appearing in all the rondo’s thematic A sections. It consists 
of six measures that can be grouped in a two-measure antecedent and a four-measure 
consequent that embellishes the first two measures and adds two more, taking the theme 
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Example 3-25. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegro Poco Sostenuto, Ma Con Fuoco, mm. 63-68, 
motives of P1 
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 
Rights Reserved. Used With Permission. 
 
 
As seen in Example 3-25 above, P1 closely resembles the first three measures of 
the first movement theme as far as motivic content. The theme consists of a six-measure 
phrase grouped in two plus two plus two, with measure 3 and 4 acting as an 
ornamentation of the first two while the last two conclude the phrase on a half cadence. 
The reduction of the melodic outline of the rondo theme shown in Example 3-26 
demonstrates the two opposing scalar lines in the violin and the left hand of the piano 
starting on the tonic and ending on the half cadence. The resolution of these contrary 
lines to the tonic is the musical event that is necessary to close the theme harmonically.  
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However, similar to Gál’s delivery of resolution in the first movement, this event 
is again delayed until the final measures of the third movement. Melodic closure will be 
achieved by completing the scalar movement of rondo theme (the top line of Example 3-
26) to D6. 
 
Example 3-26. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegro Poco Sostenuto, Ma Con Fuoco, mm.63-68 
melody and bass outline 
 
P2 is similar in its construction as it is an eight-measure phrase that can be broken 
in two one-plus-three-measure phrases, in which a motive is presented in the first 
measure and embellished and developed over the next three. It acts as a consequent to P1 
that returns to the tonic (m. 76) while developing figures from measures 3 and 4 of the 
first movement (Example 3-27). 
Example 3-27. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegro Poco Sostenuto, Ma Con Fuoco, m. 69, 73,  
P2 motives  
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 
Rights Reserved. Used With Permission. 
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P3 is the last thematic bloc that concludes the A section of the episode. Its eight-
measure phrase can be sectioned into a two-measure antecedent and a six-measure 
developing consequent. Aside from varying the same figures as P2, it introduces another 
figure, P3 motive, a figure based again on the first theme of the Allegretto Quasi Andante 
(Example 3-28) that will show up in many ‘inopportune’ moments, interrupting the flow 




Example 3-28. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegro Poco Sostenuto, Ma Con Fuoco, mm. 77-78,  
P3 motives  
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 
Rights Reserved. Used With Permission. 
 
The ironic intent of this figure is illustrated by its ‘augmented’ articulation 
bordering the grotesque in measures 88-89 ending with a sforzando. One instance in 
which this motive will rear its sardonic head is the first contrasting episode of the rondo. 
This episode alludes to the ethos of the second movement’s trio with its ethereal melody 
marked ‘molto dolce’ based on the P3 motive in the violin accompanied by a pedal third 
in the piano. It is however disrupted a few measures into the melody by another 
‘personality’ of said motive (this time part of the P4 theme discussed below), which is 
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livelier, shortly articulated and marked scherzando by the composer. Despite Gál’s 
profound dislike of programmatic music, it would be reasonable to speculate that he may 
have had something in mind regarding this figure, given how his own life was radically 
interrupted in 1933.   
The transition following the thematic block is itself more thematic in nature rather 
than transitional because it introduces a figure that will become central to the rondo.  It 
consists again of the P3 motive either by itself or combined in a rather self-contained 
antecedent- consequent manner with the previously-discussed Largo B figure in a new 






Example 3-29. Gál, Sonata in D, Gál, Allegro Poco Sostenuto, Ma Con Fuoco, mm. 84-
89, P4 theme  
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 
Rights Reserved. Used With Permission. 
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As previously mentioned, Gál’s avoidance of repetition is clearly exemplified by 
the constant use of old material in different combinations in the thematic blocks of the 
Rondo theme as well as the larger sections and episodes. Table 3-3 shows the various 
motivic and thematic content of the different sections of the rondo: 
 
 
 Table 3-3. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegro Poco Sostenuto, Ma Con Fuoco, motivic, thematic 
and tonal content 
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Table 3-3 also illustrates Gál’s colorful handling of the tonal language, presenting 
themes in octatonic and whole tone guises, particularly in the developmental and 
transitional passages. One such passage is the transition to the central A section (mm. 
168-186). Here, Gál pushes the tonal spectrum by setting the Largo B figure octatonically 
in alternative motion between the violin and right hand of the piano.  
Underneath, the bass voice in the piano cycles through minor chromatic mediant 
entrances of the Largo motive. The buildup of tension over the F-sharp pedal (mm. 180-
182) signals the impending return of the Rondo in G Major but not before a climax that 
features a virtuosic whole-tone octave descent of the solo piano emphasizing the 
retrograded Largo B figure. This section is a good example of Gál’s masterful use of 
multiple chromatic techniques that push the tonal spectrum and enhance the ‘virtues’ of 
tonality in the sections he pits them against.  
In addition to the constant manipulating and clashing of themes and motives, this 
movement also distinguishes itself due to its clear use of counterpoint. Throughout the 
sonata, but especially so in the final movement, imitation and sequence are the 
predominant ways of presenting material. These instances become more and more 
pronounced until it reaches its apotheosis in the last A section. Here, Gál goes on a tour 
de force of fugal techniques, clashing together the rondo theme with the P4 theme in a 
seemingly hectic “false recapitulation” of the A section (mm. 246- 257). He surprises the 
listener once again as this fugal section comes to a sudden halt in measure 263, giving 
way to the charmingly simple and straightforward melody of P2. The unexpected sudden 
shift illustrates Gál’s trademark preference for contrast and humor.   
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Clarity is also exemplified by Gál’s choice of voicing and texture. The piano 
accompaniment is often minimal, consisting of short off beats to the violin’s jaunty 
melody in the theme. Gál also uses alternative motion between the two instruments (P2 
and P3) or repeated pedal-like accompaniment as in the B episode to achieve clarity.  The 
overall lightness and crispness of articulation in the Rondo exude great clarity along a 
truly Viennese vein.   
Figures of a Classical bent, also found throughout the first movement, ornament 
the melody of the first theme in the shape of four sixteenth note quavers with the first two 
notes slurred. In most instances, the harmonic and melodic emphasis lies on the second 
note which renders these figures to a more Mozartian style of writing with the first note 
as a grace note appoggiatura, as demonstrated by Example 3-30. Another Classical 
Viennese figure is the repeated note figure of measures 69 and 72, shown in Example 3-
31, which is characterized by leggiero repeated up-bow eight notes. This gesture bears a 
great stylistic similarity to the second subject in the first movement of Mozart’s Violin 




Example 3-30. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegro Poco Sostenuto, Ma Con Fuoco, Mozartian 
figures 
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 
Rights Reserved. Used With Permission. 
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Example 3-31. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegro Poco Sostenuto, Ma Con Fuoco, mm. 68,72  
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 
Rights Reserved. Used With Permission. 
 
 
Example 3-32. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Violin Concerto No.5 in A Major, KV 217, 




The coda of the Rondo (m. 287) brings the expected solidifying of D Major, along 
with the repetition of motives and delay of resolution. Measure 287 is the arrival that is 
harmonically expected as early as measure 279. Instead, Gál inserts five measures (mm. 
280-286) of dominant prolongation followed by the cadential I6/4 (m. 285) and perfect 
authentic cadence in measure 287.  
As a last stand, Gál insists upon the harmonic sequence of the Largo motive, I-V-
vi-V (mm. 287-290) before allowing the scalar descending line in the bass to go all the 
way to the tonic. The same happens in the violin part, albeit after much delay (the 
repetition of the Largo motive in diminution and the interposed scale alluding to D 
Minor). The said scale, a consequence of the augmented sixth chord in the middle of 
measure 294 is the direct correspondent of measures 82 to 84 of P3 and is also intended 
to delay the four-note quaver that completes the theme.  This augmented Italian sixth 
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chord also implies resolution to the dominant, hence the A in the bass on the last beat of 
the penultimate measure (marked in brackets in Example 3-33) which outlines the V-I 
motion of the last two measures. The bass line directly mirrors the scalar bassline of the 
beginning six measures of the rondo, only now it concludes with the implied PAC in 





Example 3-33. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegro Poco Sostenuto, Ma Con Fuoco, mm. 291-297  
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 
Rights Reserved. Used With Permission.  
 
The top C#6 and D6 on the last beat of measure 296 completes the melodic 
pattern of the rondo theme while also finalizing the implication of the scalar pattern of 
the main theme in the first movement (Example 3-34). 
 
Example 3-34. Gál, Sonata in D, Allegro Poco Sostenuto, Ma Con Fuoco, closure of the  
thematic patterns 
Sonata In D For Violin And Piano By Hans Gál © 1942 By N.Simrock Gmbh, Berlin. All 
Rights Reserved. Used With Permission. 
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CHAPTER 4: BIOGRAPHICAL EPILOGUE 
 
Following Hitler’s annexation of Austria in March of 1938, Gál and his family 
found themselves again in the situation of uprooting their lives and fleeing their home. 
They fled to England, which was intended as a halfway stop on their way to the United 
States. Unfortunately, such plans were abandoned as Nazi Germany declared war on 
Great Britain in September of 1939. The Gáls took refuge in Edinburgh, a place Gál was 
already acquainted with, having spent a few months the previous year cataloging the 
University of Edinburgh’s Reid Music Library (a temporary job facilitated by Gál’s 
colleague and kindred spirit,81 Sir Donald Francis Tovey). The final misfortune came on 
Whit Sunday in 1940, when Gál and his eldest son Franz were arrested following 
Germany’s declaration of war on Britain and the British Government’s decision to intern 
all ‘enemy aliens’. Gál spent four months of internment in Huyton camp near Liverpool 
and on the Isle of Man. Remarkably, despite these personal and professional challenges, 
he kept composing through these difficult times. Following his release, he returned to 
Edinburgh where he would remain for the rest of his life. 
The post-war period brought some improvements in Gál’s life, namely an 
appointment to a music lectureship at the University of Edinburgh in 1945. Gál received 
similar offers of appointments from Austria but elected to stay in the UK and became a 
British citizen in 1946. A constant presence in the musical life of Edinburgh, he founded 
the Edinburgh Music Festival in 1947, conducted the Edinburgh Chamber Orchestra, and 
                                                 
81 Fox-Gál, "Hans Gál: A Biographical Introduction," 20. 
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influenced generations of music students throughout his tenure as a lecturer in the Music 
Department of the University of Edinburgh.82  
The 1960s and 70s witnessed numerous scholarly writings published by Gál on 
composers of the Romantic Era. These writings benefited from not only Gál’s admiration 
and intimate knowledge of the composers’ works, but also from his style of writing 
which, much like his musical writing, was marked by clarity, without the use of dry 
nomenclature. Gál’s accessible writing style played a major role in the wide popularity of 
his scholarly works and today he is better known for his scholarship than for his music.  
Gál’s contribution to British culture was rewarded in 1964, when he received the 
Order of the British Empire distinction. This was followed by recognition from his 
homeland, which included honorary awards from the Austrian State in1971 and1981 as 
well as an honorary doctorate from his former employer, the University of Mainz, in 
1977. Hans Gál died ten years later, in Edinburgh on October 3rd, 1987, at the age of 97.  
While he continued composing through his life and well into his 90s (his last 
composition, a moment musical for treble solo recorder, dates from 1986), Gál’s 
reputation as a composer never achieved the promise it showed in the decades prior to the 
advent of World War II. Although performances of his pieces were facilitated by former 
students such as conductors Rudolph Schwartz and Otto Schmidtgen, the European post-
war Zeitgeist had become so intolerant to Gál’s Austro-Germanic roots that he became 
increasingly marginalized as a composer. As his daughter, Eva Fox-Gál opined, Gál’s 
                                                 
82 Though he officially retired in 1955, he continued teaching on a part-time basis at the 
University for another ten years as well as privately. 
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music lacked much-needed champions, both conductors and performers. 83 Moreover, his 
music was represented by numerous publishers in three countries as a result of his 
dislocations which would, in turn, affect the advertisement, distribution and availability 
of his works. 84 
Depending on how one views things, Gál’s story is either one of triumph in the 
face of trials and tribulations having survived the Holocaust or a story of a once 
illustrious composer pushed into obscurity, a story similar to many expatriate Jewish 
composers of the early twentieth century. Some might consider Hans Gál fortunate to not 
have shared the tragic fates of fellow composers like Victor Ulmann, Hans Krása, and 
Erwin Schuloff, among others. Still, fate was not kind to Gál and he was anything but 
fortunate.  Not only did he lose his job, career and his freedom during the four-month 
internment but he also lost his family: his sister Edith and aunt Jenny committed suicide 
in 1942 before being sent off to concentration camps; both of his sons committed suicide 
as well, Peter in 1942 and Franz in 1967.  Perhaps the only fortuitous aspect of Gál’s life 
was his music and ability to compose in spite of his world crumbling around him. Gál’s 
story could have ended there. In an interview during the last years of his life he opined: 
“This rupture in my life, it cannot be made up for. In my case, Hitler really succeeded.” 85 
He continues: “The rupture that entered my life in 1933 only influenced the 
                                                 
83 Eva Fox-Gál, "Gál in Britain," in Music behind Barbed Wire: A Diary of Summer 
1940, by Hans Gál (London: Toccata Press, 2014), 179. 
84 Ibid. 
85 Reilly, Laurson and Libbey, Surprised by beauty, 115. 
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circumstances of my life, not my oeuvre itself, which continued on its course 
unchecked.” 86  
However, the Zeitgeist seems to be shifting back in Gál’s favor. Recent times 
have seen a resurrection of Gál’s music spearheaded by the efforts of Gál’s family: 
daughter Eva Fox-Gál and her husband, Dr. Anthony Fox, as well as Gál’s grandson, 
Simon Fox-Gál. Champions of his music have emerged in the form of conductors 
Kenneth Woods and Thomas Zehetmair and violinists Annette-Barbara Vogel, Nurit 
Pacht87, David Frühwirth, Thomas Irnberger, Katherine McLin, as well as pianist  Russell 
Ryan.88 Thanks to their efforts, Gál’s major violin works such as the Violin Concerto, the 
two violin sonatas and the sonata for two violins have been recorded at least once in the 
last 20 years on the Gramola and Avie labels. 
But there is still much work to do. Though Gál’s immensely diverse catalog 
consists of works in virtually all genres, many of these works have laid silent for almost 
90 years as is the case with his operas, the works that brought him the greatest acclaim 
before the Second World War. In addition to the two sonatas and the Violin Concerto, 
                                                 
86 Ibid., 116. 
87 I have had the honor of working with both Annette-Barbara Vogel and Nurit Pacht 
during my tenure as a Masters student at Bowling State University and at the Chautauqua 
Music Festival respectively, unbeknownst to me at the time of their pioneering of Hans 
Gál’s violin works. 
88 In addition to valuable contributions made to the development of this document, 
Arizona State University faculty members Dr. Katherine McLin and Prof. Russel Ryan 
have both been active in performing and advocating for Gál’s works. Dr. McLin gave the 
US premiere of Gál’s Violin Concerto, Op. 39 in March 2008 with the Musica Nova 
Orchestra conducted by Warren Cohen, and Prof. Ryan recorded the Sonata for Two 
Violins and Piano, Op. 96 on the Gramola label (Gramola 98896). 
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Gál also wrote another major work for violin, the Concertino for Violin and String 
Orchestra Op.52, as well as miniatures such as the Suite for Violin and Piano op. 56 and 
the Three Sonatinas op.71, charming, light-hearted, and original pieces that are rarely if 
ever performed.  He also wrote extensive chamber music featuring the violin, among 
which are The Sonata for Two Violins and Piano, Op. 96, the Huyton Suite for Flute and 
Two Violins, Op. 92, the Little Suite, Op. 49a, four string quartets, a clarinet quintet, a 
piano quartet, a piano trio as well as myriad of works for mixed ensembles. As with the 
Sonata in D, all these works perfectly illustrate the fact that the great tradition of Western 
music from the eighteenth-century on continued thorough Hans Gál.89 Far from being 
antiquated or derivative, these works are simply unknown in the music world today 











                                                 
89 Ibid., 115. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 
 
Hans Gál’s Sonata in D does not attempt to reinvent the genre nor does it further 
the technique of the violin or piano. From a purely technical standpoint, the work is of 
only moderate difficulty for a violinist’s left-hand technique (aside from intonation in the 
high register), due to its predominantly homophonic writing. Rather, the most significant 
challenge of the work for a violinist lies in the sophisticated use of the bow as demanded 
by Gál’s writing and voicing. The Sonata in D poses a myriad of challenges for the right 
hand such as supporting long phrases, achieving a full, big tone on the G string in the 
Largo, and exploring transparent sonorities in the second movement’s trio. Another 
technical challenge for the violinist’s bow arm in this work is achieving the crispness of 
articulation in the Scherzo (one might liken the Scherzo’s bow stroke to Mendelssohn’s 
famous Scherzo from Midsummer Night’s Dream, Op. 21), and the light leggiero stroke 
of the Allegro Poco Sostenuto. Aspects of right-arm technique should not be 
underestimated in this work, as they are an integral part of the lightness and giocoso style 
that give this sonata its “Viennese” character. 
While the Sonata in B-Flat op. 17 might be regarded as being in debt to Brahms 
through its thick textures and rich harmonies, the Sonata in D bears stylistic allegiance to 
Schubert through its lighter approach, transparent texture featuring minimal 
accompaniment, emphasis on melody and use of imitation. Unlike Schubert however, the 
violin is an equal counterpart to the piano, as it is used idiomatically as a melodic 
instrument that is often given priority in presenting musical material over the piano (e.g. 
the first movement’s main theme or theme of the Largo, both of which are stated only by 
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the violin). In general, there are very few instances of either the violin or piano resting 
while the other instrument is stating a theme, with the violin rarely resting for more than 
four measures at a time. Thus, aside from a few instances, Gál distributes musical 
material evenly between the three voices at his disposal. 
  The musical value of this sonata lies in its melodic and compositional intricacies 
that both nurture and challenge the musicianship of the performers. The melodic charm 
and mastery of compositional techniques show Gál’s adherence to classical principles of 
balance, unity and form used in more or less traditional ways.  Coloristic use of tonal 
harmonies interwoven with more progressive harmonic idioms such as octatonicism and 
chromaticism make the Sonata in D a prime exponent of the German Late Romanticism 
violin sonata genre. Gál’s trademark style of clarity as exemplified by linear writing and 
use of classical forms allow his flowing melodies and sense of humor to come to the 
forefront thus making the Sonata in D an instantly accessible work for the uninitiated 
listener.   
Underneath the obvious lie compositional aspects that bind the three movements 
together. Motivic unity is achieved through transformations that not only show Gál’s 
musical roots but also demonstrate his skill of using a limited number of motives to 
create four distinct yet related movements. The deliverance of harmonic, thematic and/or 
motivic closure transcends the individual movements.  Gál proves to be a master at 
manipulating the dramatic effect of resolution, avoiding it until the last possible moment 
and therefore keeping the listener engaged until delivering the much-anticipated 
resolution in the final moments of the piece. 
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As is the case with any piece of music, these musical intricacies need to be 
acknowledged and ‘digested’ by the astute performer who aspires to an informed musical 
experience. Such an experience is complemented by knowledge of Gál’s backstory, a 
story which puts his works into a historical context and also raises awareness of similar 
stories of many other Jewish composers of the twentieth century that were banned by the 
Nazi regime and who lie in anonymity to this day. 
In conclusion, an interesting thought bears consideration. While being careful not 
to wander too far into the speculative realm of “what if”, one must wonder what Gál’s 
life and compositional career would have looked like had his plans to immigrate to the 
United States in 1938 come to fruition. Far from belittling Gál’s adoptive country of 
Scotland and the opportunities it afforded him and his family, it is worth posing the 
question: Would the American musical Zeitgeist have been not only more understanding 
of Gál’s musical roots but, in fact, nurturing, as was the case of Arnold Schoenberg, Kurt 
Weill, Max Steiner, Franz Waxman and Erich Wolfgang Korngold?  
Perhaps an obvious example of the affirmative nature of the answer to that 
question can be found in is his Violin Concerto Op. 39. A striking similarity in musical 
language as well as writing for the violin between Gál’s concerto and the violin concerto 
of Erich Wolfgang Korngold is evident. 90 Far from anything derivative (Gál’s violin 
concerto predates Korngold’s by 13 years), both works represent a reaffirmation of the 
                                                 
90 The author’s first exposure to the music of Hans Gál was in fact his violin concerto. 
The immediate similarity between Korngold’s concerto and Gál’s are strikingly apparent 
from the first couple of measures thought the use of more ‘dissonant’ chromatic chords 
right after the first tonic chord (Neapolitan in Gál’s work and German augmented sixth in 
Korngold’s).  
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virtues of German Late Romanticism, a musical heritage shared by both composers. Yet, 
the Korngold violin concerto is a staple of the twentieth-century violin repertoire, one of 
the most popular works of the genre, premiered and promoted by one of the greatest 
violinists in history, Jascha Heifetz. Gál’s concerto, on the other hand, is still very much 
an unknown work despite its originality of musical ideas and deeply idiomatic writing for 
the violin, featuring three composer-written cadenzas. This situation has absolutely no 
musical reason but instead is due to the entirely different political and social 
circumstances surrounding the composition of both works.   
The answer to why there exists such a disparity in popularity between Gál and the 
other composers of his generation is elusive. Gál was a composer of the highest merit, 
repeatedly recognized and honored for his strong creative voice throughout his lifetime, 
and the acknowledgment of the value of his works is long overdue. Indeed, Gál’s musical 
oeuvre urges to be rediscovered through any means possible, whether it be performances 
of his works, publication and advertisement of his catalog, and/or scholarly research into 
his music.   
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